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Race Outcomes Remain Same

Election Recount Shows
Only One Vote Change
Recanvassing of three of Tuesday's
elections resulted in the changing of
only one vote in one race, according to
H. M. Scarborough, chairman of the
Calloway County Election Commission.
Scarborough said that incumbent
county judge/executive Robert 0.
Miller received one more vote

because a voting machine had been
misread. In the earlier results, Miller
had lost by 78 votes to challenger
George Weeks.
The losers in three races in Tuesday's Primary Election requested a
recount. Those races were county
judge/executive, mayor, and Fifth
District state representative.

'Windfall Profits'
Collection Picks Up
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Collections
from the "windfall profits" tax on
crude oil are picking up and should bring in close to $25 billion this year,
Treasury Department officials said
Friday.
Officials said that collections of the
tax, enacted by Congress last year,
were below predictions for
November, December and January
because of uncertainty about Internal
Revenue Service regulations governing payments.
The Treasury Department had
predicted last year that the tax would
bring in $25 billion in fiscal 1981, but
for the first five months of the year
collections were $6 billion.
But February collections were
more than $2 billion and it is
estimated they will average $2.7
billion for March through September,
the last month in the fiscal year, according to Cynthia Wallace, of

Treasury's Office of Tax Analysis.
"It looks like we are getting exactly
what we should be getting," Ms.
Wallace said. The decision by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries to freeze prices could have
-an impact on tax collections, but that
impact is not expected to be aignificant for 1981,she said.
The windfall profits tax, which took
effect in March 1980, is not actually
applied to oil company profits but to
each dollar price increase for oil
above 1979 levels. It is. expected to
raise $227 billion in the next decade.
The Treasury Department prediction came as other government officials said investigations were continuing into allegations of widespread
cheating on royalty payments for oil
and gas leases.
The U.S. Geological Survey
estimated earlier this year that the
government may be losing as much as
$400 million a year in royalty
payments because of fraud and theft.

Mayor Melvin B. Henley lost his bid
for re-election to former Mayor
Holmes Ellis by 46 votes.
In the Fifth District state representative's race, which includes
Calloway County and a portion of
Trigg County, incumbent Freed Curd
earned a second term by defeating
Harvey Ellis by 74 votes. No vote
change was reported after a recount
of the vote totals in the four Trigg
precincts which vote on the Fifth
District race.
Election commissioners, county
clerk Marvin Harris, and the candidates or their representatives began
the recanvassing Friday morning. All
voting machines in the 24 city and
county precincts were rechecked and
absentee ballots were recounted.
"All the election officers should be
commended for their thoroughness
and accuracy," Scarborough said.
"When the recount was completed,all
the candidates were satisfied with the
results."

1. .1

SEASON OPENING SPLASH — Youths and adults came out to the Murray-Calloway County Parks pool complex Friday afternoon for the opening day of the summer season. Pool hours are noon to 8 p.m. Mond.4
through Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday.
Slat' Photo By Debbie
I

Michel Asks ForCompromise, Not Capitulation

Reagan Talks Tax Cuts To Democrats
WASHINGTON (AP)— With President Reagan calling influential
Democrats to the White House to talk
about a tax cut, the ranking
Republican in the House is exhorting
his GOP colleagues not to confuse
compromise with capitulation.
Reagan's invitation Friday to
House and Senate Democratic leaders
came a day after Democrats on the
House Ways and Means Committee
made it clear they intend to stand
firm against the president's proposal
for an across-the-board, threeyear tax
cut.
The committee Democrats, who
want a one-year cut aimed more at
low-and middle-income people, issued
their statements after Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the panel's

chairman, and Sen. Robert Dole of
Kansas, the Republican chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee, indicated they might be on the path to a
compromise.
Despite the apparent setback,
James A. Baker III, Reagan's chief of
staff, told reporters Friday that
Reagan's invitation to meet leading
Democrats Monday is "an effort to
see if we can work out some sort of a
bipartisan tax bill."
"I think I'd characterize the situation as fluid," he said. "The president
is very hopeful."
Democratic leaders invited to Monday's meeting are House Speaker
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr. of
Massachusetts, Majority Leader Jim
Wright of Texas and Rostenkowski
from the House and Senate Minority

capitulate.
"I believe that if we continue to
keep the door open, continue to expressour willingness to cooperate and
to negotiate, we can adopt a tax bill in
the House that will meet the principal
goals 01 the president's program."
Mean while, Wright said he, too. is
hopeali of compromise, adding that
House Democrats will accept a twoyear tax cut if the administration will
agree to give ,more relief to less affluent Americans:
Baker and other top White House officials held an hourlong meeting with
the thre conservative Democrats
from Texas who led a Democratic
defection in support of Reagan's spending cuts earlier this month in the
House.
Asked if the White House would try
to put together such a coalition again.
Baker said. "that's something we're
just going to have to wait and see after
the meeting with the president on
Monday."
White House deputy press secretary
Larry Speakes said the administration clearly prefers a deal with the
ing its relationship with the Soviet Democratic leadership but that the
president's lobbyists are prepared to
Union.
undertake an all-out "education proTo shape an effective policy with gram" in Congress if necessary to get
the Soviet Union, the State Depart- a plan acceptable to Reagan.
ment official said, the United States Baker and the three Texans —
needs to involve its allies in a "com- Reps. Charles Stenholm. Phil Gramm
mon approach" to trade and should and Kent Hance — were joined at thenot single out one sector, to the exclu- White House meeting by Treasury.
sion of others,for trading.
Secretary Donald T. Regan and Max
Key discussions are on how far the Friedersdorf,the president's editgresUnited States should go in restricting sional liaison.
Gramm warned that -conservative
technology transfers to the comDemocrats are ready to build a mit her
munist nation, he said.
coalition behind alliree-year tax Cut if
the House leadership isunwilling,to
compromise.
Although Reagan has asked for a 30
percent cut in tax rates over three
years. beginning July 1, administra-,
Itarr-OffteMs-indlcate thv acid - acThe government-controlled radio, cept a smaller cut that the conin broadcasts monitored here, provid- servative Democrats and key Senate
ed no details of President Zia's death Republicans are promoting. That probeyond Sattar's statement that he had posal would cut taxes 25 percent over
been "killed at the hands of three ..years, beginning Oct. 1., and
miscreants." It warned the popula- contain other tax changes Reagan
tion of 90 million not to listen to wanted tosave for a second bill.
Dole ,.said • • Friday .• that he • • also •
rumors and to stay tuned to the Dacca
station for "On ett and- authentic. btt. v s—ir compromise with House
leaderA is possible but added that -if
news."
The radio said soldiers were at some point it becomes clear we
deployed in Dacca and elsewhere to can't make further headway. I am
guard vital installations, but mention-. prepared to look for solutions outside
these negotiations."
ed no acts of violence.

Leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia.
and Sen. Russell Long of Louisiana,
ranking minority member of the
"
Finance Committee.
Wright's Housel- counterpart,
Republican Leader Robert H. Michel
of Illinois, sent a letter to his GOP colleagues Friday in which he expressed
doubt that what he termed the
"takeit-or-leave-it attitude" on the
part of Democratic leaders in the
House — particularly O'Neill —
reflects the sentiments of a "good
many" House Democrats.
"We have tried to walk that extra
mile in our efforts to accommodate
the speaker, but he has not budged,"
said Michel. "We must continue to
strive for multi-year, across-theboard tax rate reductions this year.
We can compromise, but we must not

Reagan Panel Leans Toward
More Soviet Trade Restriction
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Reagan
administration panel, reviewing U.S.
policy on trade with the Soviet Union,
is leaning toward further restrictions
on the transfer of sophisticated
technology to the communist nation,a
high-level administration official
says.
The State Department official, who
asked not to be identified by name,
said Friday that the "basic thrust" of
the review group is "to restrict" such
technology transfers.
There is "a general trend to tighten
up on the sale of critical technology"
to the Soviet Union, he said. The
movement toward placing further
limitations on the trade began with
the Carter administration's freeze on
high-technology sales to the Soviet
Union after its military occupation of
Afghanistan.
No final decisions have been made
on guidelines for U.S.-Soviet trade,
the State Department official said.
The administration's review is being conducted by officials of the State,
Commerce and Defense departments.
Their work will be forwarded to the
National Security Council before a
final policy is announced, possibly in
the middle of the summer,the official
said.
The issue of selling high technology
to the Soviet Union has been a sticky
one because of concern Moscow could
divert it to military use.

Last year, Lawrence J. Brady, a
Commerce Department official in the
Carter administration, charged that
military vehicles from a factory built
on the Kama River in the Soviet Union
with U.S. help were being used in
Afghanistan. Brady resigned his post
but is the Reagan administration's
pick for assistant commerce
secretary for trade administration.
The trade policy review comes at a
time when the United States is both
pushing greater exports of its products to foreign nations and redefin-

Bangladesh President
Is Killed By Assailants
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — President Ziaur Rahman of Bangladesh, a
war hero who came to power in a
series of coups, was killed early this
morning in the port city of Chittagong
by assailants described only as
"miscreants," Bangladesh Radio
said.
Vice President Abdus Satter, who is
also chief justice of the supreme
court, took control of the government
and placed the impoverished Asian
nation under an "internal emergency," suspending allcivil rights. Sattar
said in an official broadcast the country's security "has been shaken by internal disturbances." He did not
elaborate.

Rehearsals To Begin Tuesday
For MSU-Community Band
COW CAMP'— Over 110 young people from 13 counties participated in the Kentucky Youth Cow Camp Friday at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. (Top photo) The youths
judged 12 classes of cows supplied to the camp by area farmers.
Professional judges then judged the cows and help the youths with
their selections.(Middle photo) Callgway County farmer Charies B.
Starks was one of the farmers supplying cows for the event.(Bottom
photo) The Barnyard Olympics, featuring this orange relay, was held
for the youths Friday night. Other activities included a piggyback
relay, wheelbarrow and shopping cart races and a teaspoon and
l water race.

Rehearsals are scheduled to begin
Tuesday, June 2, at 7 p.m. for the
Murray State University-Community
Band.
Anyone with an interest in playing a
band instrument is invited to come to
this first rehearsal, according to the
director, Dr. Gerald L. Welker, director of bands at dig university and who
will conduct the group not only in
weekly rehearsals but also in two outdoor concerts in July and August.
The band presented a very successful "pops" concert in the Murray 4b,

Calloway County park last year, and
this year's band is expected to be even
bigger and better, Welker said.
•
Academic credit is available
through the university, although not
required, he said, adding that there is
no charge for non-credit participants
and some university-owned instruments are available.j
Additional information may be obtained by contacting either Welker at
762-4151 or Dr. Roger Reichrnuth,
chairman of the Department of Music
at Murray State,at 762-4288.
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Partly cloudy. with a L:ood
chance of thundertorm.
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The US. and Canada
established a joint defense
plan in 1940 against possible
enemy attack during World
War II.

Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,MAY 31,1981

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
All Seats S1.50

The engagement and approaching marriage of Ms.
Jennifer Grey to Dr. Bryan
Thacker of Murray, son of
Mrs. Evelyn Thacker of
Roswell, N. M., has been announced by her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Claude Grey of
I)aVon,Ohio.
Ms. Grey is an intern in
medical technology at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Dr. Thacker is a practicing
chiropractor in Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, June 21, at
1 p.m. at the Briensburg
Christian Fellowship Church
at Briensburg.

Dory Thur.

7.1;),9 10 • 2.00 Sat . Sun

Ms. Jennifer Grey
and Dr. Bryan Thacker
2:00 Sat Sun

TIE FASTEST FON
IN TIM WEST IS IAEA

4b.
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Community Events Listed
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• r.i• •••••
Ma , no 8 o•

Saturday, May 30
17

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

l'otes To Be Read
it Briensburg
Church June 21

Cheri & Cine

10,9:00

2 : 00 Sat., Sun

Saturday, May 30
American Legion Auxiliary will distribute poppies
in Murray today. Donations
will be appreciated.

Charity Ball for the benefit
of Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at the University Center
Ballroom, Murray State
Alcoholics Anonymous and
University. Tickets may be Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
ordered by calling 753-3257 the west end of the Livestock
or 753-6776.
and Exposition Center.

PLASM STALLONE

ITANSM
Chestnut St •753-3314

LATE SHOW FRI. 8 SAT
ChM EN1ERIAINME111

18 OR OVER ONLY • 11 80 P

Square and round dancing
The third night production
will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
It
With
of "You Can't Take
the Woodmen of the World Hall.
p.m.
at
will
be
at
8
You"
* Open Ever Nite*
Murray-Calloway Park. In
Youth of the First United
charge is a student cast and
— •s Thur. —
Church will sponMethodist
crew of the Community
a
show
of summer wear
sor
DOLLY PARTON
Theatre.
JANE FONDA
from 1:30 to 3 p.m. at the
LILY TOMLIN
church. Tickets will be $3 for
Plant sale' will be from 8 adults and $2 for youth. A
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Senior nursery will be provided.
Citizens Greenhouse,located
H way 121S•753-3314
Sunday,May 31
behind St. John's Episcopal
$5 A Carload Tues.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ray
Church.
will have open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary from 2:30
DRIVE
to 5:30 p.m. at their home on
IN
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.
• EQUIPPED WITH RAT.I0 SOUND •

57tecrite

JANE
FONDA
LILY
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Your Individual
Horoscope
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•
Lose 17 to 25 pounds o,more In sr*
week F,
t+- • Doily Private Counseling
:--r-Jte •
No L
We are a r,atzandi organizatton Detinq
Cr-,./x:t 'ioar,t Cali the closest
C(i+JrtSe•Or ff.),r3 r1.0 obligator)consuitaNo Shots, No Drugs, Nutritionally Sound and
Doctor Approved.
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DIET
CENTER
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Walnut Plaza- Suite, 903
5th & Walnut
Murray, t'.y.

Monday,June 1
Tuesday,June 2
Quilting workshop of First
Group II of the First ChrisPresbyterian Church will be
Church CWF will meet
tian
held at the home of Mrs. Zefat
2
p.m.
with Martha Carter
fie Woods at 7 p.m.
with Lucille Austin and
Pickard
as
Lessie
Bethany Sunday School
cohostesses. Betty Riley will
Class of First Baptist Church
give the program and Sarah
will meet at 12 noon at the
Van Meter will give the
Fellowship Hall of the churdevotion.
ch.
Free blood pressure check
Recovery, Inc., will meet
will
be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
Seventh-Day Advenat
the
Center, North Seventh and
Church,
South 15th and
tist
Olive Streets.
Sycamore Streets.
First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet Officers of Women's Guild
as follows: Lottie Moon with of St. Leo's Catholic Church
Mrs. Allen McCoy at 7 p.m. will be installed at the
and Kathleen Jones with meeting at 12 noon at DeVanMiss Lorene Swann at 7:15 ti's. All members and guests
are invited.
p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Dorothy Group of First
Free and Accepted Masons
Baptist Church Women will
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
meet at 10:30 a.m. at the
lodge hall.
home of Mrs.G. M.Knight.

Executive Board of the
First Baptist Church WMU
Flint Baptist Church will Murray Woman's Club will will meet at 7 p.m. at the
hold its annual homecording. meet at the club house at church with Mrs. Judy
11:30 a.m.
Grogan to speak on "ListenFellowship and pounding
ing in Witnessing." Note
Hazel and Douglas Centers
for Ken and Linda Adams
change in time.
will be at 8 p.m. at the will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
Fellowship Hall of First Bap- p.m. for activities by the
First United Methodist
Senior Citizens with lunch at
tist Church.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. ,and at Church Women will meet at
10 a.m. at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G. Douglas at 12 noon.
Rogers will have open house
Murray TOPS (take off
Community Chorus is
in celebration of their 25th
pounds
scheduled
to
sensibly) Club will
practice
at
7:30
3
anniversary
from
wedding
to 5 pm. at their home on p.m. at the Calloway Public meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center.
Almo Route 1. The family re- Library.
bring
guests
not
that
quests
Front Porch Swing is
gifts.
scheduled to practice at 7
Parents Anonymous will
Ellerson Family of p.m. at the First Christian meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 435Brownville, Tenn., will sing Church.
4385.
at 3 p.m.. at the Mt. Horeb
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Freewill Baptist Church.
Catholic Church will have a
Group D of Ladies Beginncleaning day at the church at
ing Tennis of Murray CounColdwater Church of 9a.m.
try Club will play from 6 to 8
Christ will have its annual
p.m. at the club.
homecoming.
Tuesday, June 2
Gladys Williamson Circle
Goshen United Methodist
Youth Fellowship will spon- of Sinking Spring Baptist
Alcoholics Anonymous will
sor an ice cream supper and Women will have a salad meet at 8 p.m. at the west
fellowship hour at 5:30 p.m. supper at 7:30 p.m. at the end of the Livestock and Exat the Goshen church.
home of Tammy Paschall. position Center.
All women from graduating
Fifth Sunday Night Sing- seniors to age 35 are invited.
Senior Citizens Centers
ing, led by the Younger
will be open as follows: DexAdult Choir, Tim Hawkins,
Murray Assembly No. 19 ter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
directifir, will be at 6 p.m. at
Order of the Rainbow for Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
South Pleasant Grove United
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3
Methodist Church. A potluck
p.m.
the lodge hall.
supper will follow.
Monday,June 1
Local Cub Scouts will participate in a Cub Scaut day
p at Mayfield-Graves
Cou y Park starting at 9:30
a.m. The camp from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. will continue through Friday. For information call 753-7570 or
753-1219.
Summer Reading Contest
for children in grades one
through six will start today
at the Calloway Public
Library.

Local Chapter of Make To'day Count,support group for
persons living with lifethreatening illnesses, their
family members, and other
interested persons, will be at
7 p.m. on the third floor
education unit of MurrayCalloway ItIfity Hospital.

Summer'81

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VIA
The holiday spirit tempts
you to overspend. Be
discriminating, if shopping. A
friend may be indecisive
about a purchase.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti° 7
The fine art of making
friends and influencing people
is today's theme. Down-play
ego and allow your true personality to shine.
GEMINI
9
.
(May 21 to June 20) n.
A private romantic meeting
has overtones of an entanglement. At times you'll yearn to
be by yourself. Don't be antisocial.
CANCER
C)
(June 21 to July 22) 49(
Social life has its ups and
downs. A dubious romantic attraction should not be encouraged. Domestic responsibility accents evening hours.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. M)
Romantic trends may be
deceptive. Be wary of insincere types. A career argument, once it gets started,
could go on endlessly.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. n)
Someone may play on your
sympathy. Help out, but don't
be used. Travel could lead tc
business opportunity, but curtail spending.
LIBRA
—
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1Lni
You'll receive some good
advice, but financial negotiations are liableto become involved. Be careful in unfamiliar locales.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21) MAP
There are those who prey on
the unsuspecting, so be wary
of monetary proposals. A
close friend may be a little
upset now.
SAGITTARIUS
_0
0
0
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You're liable to burn the
candle at both ends to your
awn detriment. Know when to
slow down. Mixed trends affect social life.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72toJan. 19)
Don't place yourself in a
compromising position. Watch

out for con artists in romance.
Business concerns conflict
with socializing.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You're gullible now, where
heart interests are concerned.
Home entertaining is favored,
but guests could overstay
their welcome.

PISCES
X
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Much of what you hear at
this time may not be accurate.
You'll have to double-check
the facts before making up
your mind. Be alert.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more versatile than the
typical member of your sign.

41244g

With each Chipper you
• 2pieces of fish fi Mon.TI
creamy cole sic
• crisp french fries
• 2 Southern-style hush puppies
Expires June 5th
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TOP IT OFF
FOR YOUR OWN
- PROTECTION!
Just as you protect yourself from the heat and
sun, so should you protect your home. The
summer sun beats down on your roof, raising the
temperature in your attic, then penetrates down
into the living area of your home, putting an extra
burden on your air conditioner.
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Gymnastics
*Recreational Gymnastics
*Competitive Gymnastics

Tumbling
•Cheerleading

Registration Tues..June 2
4 P.M. Thru 8 P.M.
it

753-0129 MURRAY
Hwy.641 N. GYMNASTIC
CENTER

J

p.

-;1

Top off your home protection by installing
adequate insulation (at least R-19, but preferably
R-30) over your ceiling to slow the flow of heat.

Murray Bedric
System 7535312
401 Olive
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Decay

HEALTH
Encouraging cancer story
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB - Four
years ago I was operated on
for cancer of the colon. It had
not spread to my glands or
anywhere else. The surgeon
took three feet of colon out to
make sure he got all of it I
wore a colostomy bag for a
while which he then removed
I have my regular checkups
which include a blood test and
barium enema. I hive had
scans which are OK.
DEAR IABBY: Its been four years since my 18-year-old
I would like to have your
mush) was killed in a horrible car crash. Shortly after his
Health Letter, "Cancer A
death, you printed a very moving article titled."Please, God,
Fact of Life." I seem to be in
I'm Only 17." Every time I read that clipping, it brought a
pretty good shape, although I
call myself a miracle from
flood of tears.
God. I am overweight. I
My copy has become tattered. Please reprint it, Abby. It
weighed 123 when I had the
might cause some young person to be a little more careful
AT CONVENTION - Members of the Murray-Calloway County ,League of
cancer and now I am 145. The
when he gets behind the wheel of an automobile.
doctor wanted me to gain
ELEANOR R. IN ALLENTOWN, PA. Women Voters recently hosted the 1981 League of Women Voters of Kentucky
weight up to 135 because I
State Convention at Kenlake State Park. Pictured are some members °Woe local
had the idea that I had termidelegation standing with Convention Guest Speaker Marilyn Reeves, LWV US
DEAR ELEANOR: Here it is:
nal cancer and he said people
who gained weight did not
natural resources coordinator and environmental quality chairman and member
have it.
PLEASE, GOD, PM ONLY 17
of the national board, left to right: Joan Weber, president; Sue Vandegrift, 2nd
DEAR READER - Your
The day I died was an ordinary school day. How I wish I
Reeves;
Inez
Gibsecretary;
Marilyn
Follette;
Carol
Julian,
vice-president; Irma La
letter should give people lots
had taken the bus! But I was too cool for the bus. I remember
of encouragement. You are an
how I wheedled the car out of Mom. "Special favor," I bs, convention coordinator; Charlotte Sturm, and Donna Herndon, state
example of the great strides
pleaded. "All the kids drive." When the 2:50 bell rang, I program chairman.
that have been made in treatthrew all my books in the locker. I was free until 8:40
ing cancer. Today one out of
tomorrow mording! I ran to the parking lot, excited at the
three cancer victims of all
types live at least three years.
thought of driving a car and being my own boss. Free!
That includes those who have
It doesn't matter how the accident happened. I was
already had a spread of
goofing off — going too fast. Taking crazy Chances. But I
cancer. This is an important
was enjoying my freedom and having fun. The last thing I
1,<1.64S
topic because one. out of four
remember was passing an old lady who seemed to be going
Americans will develop canawfully slow. I heard the deafening crash and felt a terrific
cer in their lifetime. The mesDrake
Fraaces
jolt. Glass and steel flew everywhere. My whole body
sage is that inny of my readers
FOR MONDAY,JUNE 1,1981
can get cancer but your
seemed to be turning inside t.,ut. I heard myself scream.
chances of being ,cured are
Suddenly I awakened; it was very quiet. A police officer
places a special accent on hap- good if you do the right things.
was standing over me. Then I saw a doctor. My body was What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
The right things still
py leisure activities.
mangled. I was saturated with blood. Pieces of jagged glass row be? To find out what the (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
include early detection. Since
A distant matter could PISCES
were sticking out all over. Strange that I couldn't feel stars say, read the forecast
your cancer was found early,
given for your birth Sign.
arouse your concern, yet pro- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
anything.
before it had spread, you have
spects
are
favorable
now
for
If
you're
at
all
brusque
or
- Hey, don't pull that sheet over my head. I can't be dead.
had the good fortune of having
career success and financial short with others, you'll meet it
ARIES
removed entirely. If you
I'm only 17. I've got a date tonight. I am supposed to grow
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) eri4 gains. Congratulations!
with repercussions. Home life, had waited, it could have
up and have a wonderful life. I haven't lived yet. I can't be A hectic day, but
property and finances are spread to the liver and your
you'll be LIBRA
dead
able to resolve differences (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)An favored.
outlook would have been
Later I was placed in a drawer. My folks had to identify with a close friend. Avoid
Don't act hastily about a
entirely different.
me. Why did they have to see me like this? Why did I have to precipitate moves regarding matter affecting joint security
I have included the seven
YOU BORN TODAY are
look at Mom's eyes when she faced the most terrible ordeal financial security.
or close friends will become quite versatile, but you don't signs of cancer that everyone
of her life? Dad suddenly looked like an old man. He told the TAURUS
upset. Late evening favors always finish what you start. should know about in The
man in charge, "Yes, he is my son."
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti.€11 cultural pursuits.
You'll succeed in business for Health Letter number 14-8,
• The funeral was a weird experience. I saw all my relatives Your initiative could rub SCORPIO
yourself. A good education Cancer A Fact of Life, which
and friends walk toward the casket. They passed by, one by somebody the wrong way. (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) lin'AV' will help you develop the con- you -asked for. Others who
can send 75
one, and looked at me with the saddest eyes I've ever seen. Don't worry. Job interests and
Friction among close ties fidence to take a chance on do- want this issue
Some of my buddies were crying. A few of the girls touched financial matters should be could mar what should be a ing your own thing. Acting, cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
my hand and sobbed as they walked away.
quite satisfactory.
fine day for improving overall journalism, lecturing and sell- to me, in care of this newspaPlease ... somebody.
... wake me up! Get me out of here! I GEMINI
ing
are
some
of
the
fields
security. Business prospects
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
can't bear to see my mom and dad so broken up. My (May 21 to June 20)
which will appeal to you. You Station, New York, NY 10019.
improve now.
grandparents are so racked with grief they can hardly walk. The unexpected could in- SAGITTARIUS
need a workable philosophy of
One sign of colon cancer is

By Abigail Van Buren

A Plea for Caution

omnivores(meat-eaters)"
DEAR READER - For the
most part But as you have
stated, that is a statistical
average and there are many
exceptions. The correct way
to express this is that vegetarians tend to have many of
these medical problems as
long as 10 years laterin life
compared to die rest of the
population.
One reason is that vegetarians are usually leaner. Obesity is a major factor related to
problems that cause heart and
vascular disease. However.
some vegetarians are fat. if
you eat too many calories that
will happen. And some have
inherited tendencies for high

(

Your Individual
Horoscope

nP%

My brother and sisters are like zombies. They move like terfere with a behind-therobots. In a daze, everybody! No one can believe this. And I scenes move. Overcome selfdoubt and let romance
can't believe it, either.
Please don't bury me!I'm not dead! I have a lot of living to blossom. Aspects are good.
do! I want to laugh and run again. I want to sing and dance. CANCER
Please don't put me in the ground. I promise if you give me (June 21 to July 22) 431
just one more chance, God, I'll be the most careful driver in Don't overlook details in
planning a social event. Home
the whole world. All I want is one more chance.
provides a safe haven for
Please, God, I'm only 17!
those whose egos have been
bruised. Relax.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4/244g
Initiative brings career sucFactory
cess, but may also stimulate
some opposition. Social life
Advertised Price
Two students, Tambi Sue and community involvement
Big Selection
Gray and Charlotte Keane mark the evening hours.
Gregory, have been named
of
to the Dean's List at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green, for the Spring
1981 semester.
Miss Gray, a sophomore,
is the daughter of Dr. and
VENTURA
Mrs. Richard C. Gray, 1200
Crestwood Place, Murray.
Miss Gregory, a junior, is
the daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
John Gregory of Murray
Route 7, Lynn Grove Road.
Named to the Dean's List
from Marshall County were
Donna Gale Bristow, senior;
yEUNESSE
Robin Wynn James, junior;
and Patricia Beth Sample,
sophomore.
Graves County students
named were Jeffrey Scott
Libby, junior, and Alisa
Marie Powell,sophomore.

5% OFF-- Murrayans
Are Named
The

(Nov.72 toDec.21) w
Be careful of accidents on
the job, especially regarding
electricity and hazardous
equipment. You may be invited to a party. Socialize!
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) /
4
Don't come on too strong
with a romantic interest. Be
assertive, but not overly so.
Improved job prospects make
You hoPPY.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Your home life and your
career may bring some problems, but the late afternoon

4P.414. ,

Keepsake
Wedding
Sets
w.
Furches
Jewelry
Must Redoes
Our hmettiory

Coed Squaws

life to help you make the most
of your natural abilities. If
you'll balance your curiosity
with a willingness to study,
you'll succeed in intellectual
pursuits. Law, science,
teaching, music and architecture are other possible fields.
Birthdate of: Marilyn Monroe,
film star; John Masefield,
poet; and Pat Boone,singer.

The East German government closed off traffic to
West Berlin in 1961.

an unexplained change in

bowel habit. And I would
to emphasize to all tha canikrn is
cer of t
still the second most common
cause of cancer deaths in both
men and women. Many of
these can be detected with a
rectal examination and still
others by an examination for
blood in the stool. Don't
neglect to have these important examinations. They can
save your life.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Is it
true that vegetarians have, as
a statistical average, a lower
rate of intestinal cancer,
heart disease, arteriosclerosis
and high blood pressure than

Of Interest To

Senior
Citizens

Menus Are Listed
For Local Centers

cholesterol levels or high
blood pressure just like other
people.
Many such people are
health conscious and, make a
bigger effort to stay active
physically. A lot of them don't
smoke, which leads to fewer
cases of lung cancer The Seventh Day Adventists have a V
markedly lower rate of lung
cancer, which has been attributed to their not smoking

11\111.1
Beautiful
Canada
Ontario & Quebec
Toronto, Niagara Falls,
Kingston, Ottawa,
St.-Jovite, LaurentiarrMountains, and Quebec
City, Montreal.

9 Days $568

The menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly.,
and Meals on Wheels were
Canadian
released today for the week
Rockies
of June 1 to 5.
& Pictoria
Meals are served at 12
noon at Douglas Center and
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12 noon on TuesNew England
day and Thursday at the
Ellis Center. Meals are also
Trails
sent out each day.
Days t668
Menus'are as follows:
O From 'Iv
Monday — beef stew with
extra carrOts and tomatoes,
GLOBUS-GATEWAY TOURS.
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
whole kernal corn,cote slaw,
crackers, butter, stewed • Services of a Professional Tour
Director.
prunes, milk,coffee or tea.
Tuesday — roast pork Au • Accommodations in first class or
best available hotels in twin
•
Jus, stewed cabbage,
bedded rooms with private bath
or shower throughout.
vegetarian beans, cornbread, butter, apple sauce, • American Breakfast throughout
• Deluxe Air-Conditioned motor
milk,coffee or tea.
coach with private facilities
Wednesday — chicken cac- • Special dinners & cocktail
ciatore, egg plant parmesan,
parties
green beans, hot roll, butter, • Tips for baggage handling and
hotel personnel
cherry cheese cake,
• Globus-Gateway flight bag and
peaches, milk, coffee or tea.
Portfolio of travel documents
Thursday — breaded
turkey filet, squash and
tomatoes, cole slaw, hot roll,
butter, banana, milk, coffee
or tea.
Friday — lasagna, mixed
Ph. 753-4646
vegetables, tossed salad
with Thousand Island dress- 711 Main—Murray, Ky.
ing, garlic roll, butter,
chocolate brownie, raisins,
milk,coffee or tea.

8

$795

Far Lands

Travel Agency

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25% Savings! We've
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25%!
Feed the entire family
at these Ipw, low
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

HAIR CUTICLE
DARIEN, Conn. SAP) —
The outermost layer of the
human hair shaft is called
the cuticle.
Aerosol spray lusterizers
are designed specifically to
protect the cuticle layer,
says the Aerosol Packaging
Council.

REMEMBER
THE 10Thl
tv04.A.0 You
COME SACK
.
TOMORROW
...._

c

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
.
up,* Oilfe.,rence.
Please_par yew carrier promptly before the 10Ukofeach month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

I) 1.\• In 11 ‘11,
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

•Maerray Ledger 8r Tunes

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

STOCKADE
Bel Air Shopping Center
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Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Well
To become "rich and famous"is the
goal, sometimes unspoken, of many
people today. Since today's economy
makes it more difficult to become
rich, perhaps more young people will
seek fame first, hoping to later sneak
up on the rich part of the equation.
Butfame has its price. These words
from the great Dutch/Jewish
philosopher Baruch Spinoza (16321677) are more appropriate in our
mass society than they were in the
17th century:
Fame has also this great
drawback, that if we pursue it
we must direct our lives in
such a way as to please the
fancy of men, avoiding what
they dislike and seeking what
is pleasing to them.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup

The Romance Of
Stone School
foday I am reprinting swimming
which was in the Ledger many years
ago. It was written by L. C. Winchester, principal of Hardinsburg,
Kentucky school, and an alumnus of
the Stone School about which he
writes.
"The early settlers of southeast
Calloway County, Kentucky were of
the sturdy, pure Anglo-Saxoapioneers
that followed Daniel Boone from West
Virginia and North Carolina through
Cumberland Gap into Central Kentucky and later pushed farther west
into the Purchase part of the state.
-The particular area around which
this story centers has long been
known as the "Flatwoods." It is a
level upland containing some eight or
ten thousand acres of similar
topography and characteristics.
"Here, during the period from the
War of 1812 to the Civil War, settled
the families of Callahans, Cannons,
Grogans, Hendons, Henrys, Houstons,
Hutons, Hunts, MitchelLs, Perrys,
Stones, Wells, Winchesters, Williams,
and others. These people were a conservative, law-abiding, and Godfearing community who believed the
best and surest way to build a
citizenry was through hard work, conscientious religious worship, and good
schools. These three ideas have
prevailed unto the present day.
"These ideas have produced three
far-reaching results. Tenantry is
almost unknown in this area. Most all
families own and farm their own
small farms of from 40 to 80 acres.
Modern farm practices have not been
. adopted in this community as in some
of the more progressive sections, and
farm conveniences are not as
numerous here as elsewhere, but by
hard work the people have always
managed to live and educate their
youth, most of whom have gone to
other sections where financial
remuneration is apparently greater.
"Religiously, they early established
themselves. There are five Protestant
churches of three different denominations, all of which are easily accessible to the people and were in the days
of horseback and ox-cart
transportation. So conscientious and
law-abiding are these people that to
the writer's knowledge no one of them
has been tried in court on a felony
charge.
"Realizing the value of the three
'R's' they early established the
'district' school. We do not know just
when the first schoolhouse was built;
we think it must have been just before
the Civil War. Earliest history obtainable shows that Major Cutchin
taught there just after the war and
Bart Hudspeth in 1868.
"The first schoolhouse was torn
down in 1876. It was made of logs with
a stick and dirt chimney in the west
end. A log was cut out of the north side
for a window; slab seats were used.
There was no bell but children were
called to 'books.'
When this house was torn down, a
new log house was built, but it had
glass windows and homemade desks.

The second log house burned down in
1883 and the third house was built of
sawed lumber. It had a blackboard.
This house was placed a little south
and west of the others and the name of
the school changed from Hunt to Stone
after the men who had donated the
land for the school. A fourth
schoolhouse was build in 1909. It is the
one used at present. Another room
was added in 1915.
"The log houses were not only used
for schools but for 'side shows' and
preaching of all denominations. The
whole community gathered at these
occasions. Many noted ministers of
that day preached there, such as
Billie Brush, Merideth Henry, and
Doctor Osborne.
"The boys and girls did not play
together as they do today. Sometimes
a furrow was plowed across the
playground to separate them and no
boy dared go on the girls' side except
to recover a ball. But even with the
furrow there were boy and girl
sweethearts the same as today.
However, the boys usually amused
themselves at recess by playing
townball, prison base, bull pen, stealing goods, and 'eucre,' a game played
with marbles.
"Roll was called the last thing in the
afternoon. Students who had not talked without permission answered
'Perfect;' others answered
'imperfect." A favorite pastime of the
boys was to lock the teacher out until
he promised to treat with candy on the
last day.
"On Friday afternoons they had
debates, spelling bees, and other exhibitions; sometimes they were held
at night.
-Jonathan Grogan, Mrs. Sallie
Allen Holt, Billie Hendon, Tom Pool
and wife, Mrs. Hattie Hunt Pool still
love and own their homes in the community where they 'went to school
more than 60 years ago.
"Few rural schools in Kentucky
have sent more people into the world
to take their part in civilization than
has Stone School. More than 60
teachers, teaching from one to five
years each, have directed the elementary education of the pupils of Stone
School. About 150 of her alumni have
entered the teaching profession or
have entered other professions.
Several have erftered the ministry.
-Some of them are Alfred Wells
Lassiter, presiding elder and noted
evangelist; Bryan Rains; Freeman
Harris and Rollins Winchester, pastor
of the East Chester Baptist Church,
Jackson, Tenn. She has her physicians, Dr. Billie Stone, Benton, and
Dr. E. B. Houston, Murray. A college
president DrRainey T. Wells, once
president of Murray State College and
now chief laim attorney for the
WOW.
One Dr. J.B. Hutson, chief of Tobacco Division of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, Washington, D.C.; and a
Registrar, E.H. Cannon at Western
State Teachers College, Bowling
Green, Besides there are more than a
hundred rural teachers and high
school principals.

Senator
Dee Huddleston
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KB•4TUCXY
Now that the Soviet grain embargo has been
lifted, the administration must turn its attention to
the possibility of a new, long-term agreement with
the Soviet Union. In the process, the administration
must make certain that it obtains the best possible
deal for-American farmers.
The current five-year agreement runs out this
year, and I am convinced that the best, perhaps the
only way farmers will realize adequate protection
as well as fair prices in any negotiations that may
arise is if the administration consults with
representatives of farmers and other agricultural
and commodity groups.
American farmers provide the largest and most
predictable source of world food supplies. Last
year, U.S. agricultural exports totaled some $40
billion and this year are expected to reach $47
billion, a substantial increase in spite of the recent
grain embargo.
Part of the reason for this growth in exports
has been the expansion of exports to the Chinese
and Mexican markets, along with continuing
growth in our traditional markets. ,
Any new agreement we may reach with the
Soviet Union should take into consideration this
growth in new markets and a continuing
recognition of the need to support traditional
markets. In the long run, these promise to be more
dependable, far less susceptible to fluctuation duck
to thii political climate.
The fact that American farmers are in a
position to supply and the Soviet Union must
purchase substantial quantities of grain is a tribute
to American agricultural superiority. A new longterm agreement with Russia can serve to protect
producers in this country from the guesswork that
would be involved if farmers had to depend on an
erratic Soviet entry irto world markets for needed
food and feed grains.
America can continue to sell grain to the Soviet
Union, but we should do it on terms that favor to
American farmer.
P

Tollny In History

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Murray Board of Education has
selected Billy Lee Watson to be the
new band director of the Murray City
Schools for the 1971-72 school year.
Deaths reported include 0. R. Jeffrey, 58, Hugh Anderson, 84, Adam
Dickersn, 76, Phil Young, 24, Roy
Marr, 83, and Milton 0. Houston, 26,
the latter by drowning in Kentucky
Lake.

Dr. Karl F. Hussung, professor of
chemistry, has been chosen as the
eighth faculty member to receive the
coveted distinguished professor
award of the Murray State University
Alumni Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dick of Murray
Route 4 will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on June 4.
Thomas Douglas Forrest,son of Mr.

and Mrs. Culleu Forrest, received his
Doctor of Philosophy degree with a
major in mathematics from the
George Peabody College for Teachers
at Nashville,Tenn.
Patricia Ann Miller, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh R. Miller, and
David Watson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Ed Watson, were married April
9 at the Green Plain Church of Christ.

20 Years Ago
I.. I). Miller of Murray was elected Paschall,library board chairman.
The annual membership drive for
Capt. Solon G. Bucy, retiring after the Murray Civic Music Association
vlidirinan of the Directors of the East
Fork ot Clarks River Watershed Con- 20' years of active duty with the U. S. will be held Oct. 2 to 7, according to
servancy District at the meeting held Air Force, received the Air Force George Hart, president of the local
Commendation medal recently prior association.
last week.
to his departure from the Seventh Air
The Murray Mmisterial Association Division
Headquarters in High
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
presented 21 new books to the Murray- Wycombe,England.
"Adam and Eve" starring Mickey
Cailuway County Library at the board
Births reported at the Murray Rooney, Mamie Van Doren, Fay
meeting of the library. The Rev. Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Spain, Tuesday Weld, Paul Anka, Mel
Walter Mischke, Sr., president, .James Gerald Murdock and a boy to
Torme, Marty Milner, and Cecil
presented the books to Mrs. John Mr. and Mrs. Edward York.
Kellaway.

30 Years Igo
Murray will be host today to an
estimated 2,000 Shriners and their
wives at their Spring Ceremonial. A.
0. Woods and his wife, Maggie, are
chairmen for the events.
PFC James S. Klapp,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, has completed

40 Years Ago
June has been proclaimed Dairy
Month in Kentucky by Gov. Keen
Johnson. Miss Nancy Norris, Murray's June Dairy Month Queen, and
Dr. Robert Mason are pictured standing between two champion cows,
Ruby and Pearl,owned by Dr. Mason.
Deaths reported this week include
James Wesley Gream, 17, Mrs. Corinne McKnight Fair, 31, and Frank
Miller Redden, 11.
The Murray Training School will
graduate 24 seniors on June 1 in exercises at the Murray State College
auditorium with Dr. William .1. Hutchins, toriper president of Berea College,as spOker.
Miss rbena Starks, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks, is
Calloway County's Strawberry Queen
and will represent the county at the
Sixth Annual Western Kentucky
Strawberry Festival in Paducah June
5 to7.
George Edward Jones is valedictorian and Julia Elizabeth Pogue is

50 Years Ago
A preliminary permit for the
Aurora power dam was granted May
27 in Washington, D. C., according to
word received here by T. H.Stokes.
Deaths reported this week include
Josiah H. Skinner, 73, Mrs. S. J.
Holcomb,74, Henry Frank Futrell, 48,
and Miss Treva Johnson, 14.
The Eighth Annual Commencement
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger St
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, w5,,e‘co-rirage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a leUer to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue haS
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we Welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that.
topic might be.
-

By The Associated Press
'
Today is Saturday, May 30, the
150th day of 1981. There are 215 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history
On May 30, 1431, Joan of Arc was
burned at the stake in Rouen,France.
On thisdate:
In 1498, Christopher Columbus sailed from Spain on his third voyage to
the New World.
In 1539, Spanish explorer Hernando
de Soto landed in Florida.
In 1883, six people were trampled to
death on the new Brooklyn Bridge in
New York, in the panic stemming
from rumors that it was about to collapse.
And in 1983, about 10,000 people
were killed in a windstorm that struck
East Pakistan.
Ten years ago: The Mariner 9
spacecraft was launched from Cape
Kennedy, Fla., on a voyage toward
Mars.
Five years ago: Britain's pound
sterling fell to an alltime low.
One year ago: The FBI said the
previous day's shooting of National
Urban League President Vernon Jordan may have involved a conspiracy.
Today's birthday: Bandleader Benny Goodman is 72 years old.
Thought for today: Opinions cannot
survive if one has no chance to fight
for them. — Thomas Mann, German
author (1875-1955).

Bible Thought

his basic training at Lackland Air and his wife from the Commonwealth
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, and Life Insurance Company for which he
has been assigned to Middletown,Pa. is an agent.
Be ye kind one to another,
Mary Alice Hopkins and Sara
John Shroat won an all-expense Calhoun, students at Murray High tender-hearted, forgiving one
paid trip to Louisville and the School, with their advisor, Mrs. Kelly another, even as God for
Bluegrass section of Kentucky for he Fitzgerald, will attend the Kentucky Christ's sake hath forgiven you.
meeting of the Future Homemakers
Ephesians 4:32.
of America to be held at Morehead.
Peggy Steele is spending the sumsalutatorian of the senior class of mer with her mother, Mrs. Cullie
That is it brother! BYKOTA
Steele, after completing her year as
Murray High School.
—
be kind, tenderhearted and
Members of the Kentucky Quartet teacher at Brighton, Ill.
forgiving.
It will bring you
who have presented programs Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
peace.
great
joy
—
and
"Kim"
starring
Errol
Flynn and Dan
throughout Calloway County and
Stockwell.
Western Kentucky are Chester
Marine, Rudolph Howard, One Key,
and Jesse Key with Mrs. Madelle
Taylor as pianist.
Marriages announced this week include Julia Frances Curd to L. K.
Pinkley, and Dove Anna Crss to
Wade McNabb.
Emma Sue Gibson, Oliver Hood,
and Dan Hutson, all of Murray, are
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
union coal royalties.
new officers of Sock and Buskin,
Associated Press Writer
The industry also agreed to drop its
dramatics club at Murray State Coldemand for a probationary period for
lege.
J. D. Hamilton of Murray and H. D.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A mood new miners, but fought off a union atHolt of Sturgis, varsity doubles tennis of optimism followed the proposed tempt to have precedent-setting deciteam of Murray State College, were settlement of the United Mine sions of the arbitration board
the champions of the Kentucky Tour- Workers strike in Kentucky, with nullified.
nament held at Berea.
district and local union officials reporMrs. Hilton Hughes is attending her ting today that chances appear good
High School Alumni Banquet in the offer will pass on the rank-and,1
1111
.
S
5Jackson, Ohio,and visiting her family file.
there.
Miners in District 30, made up of 34
eastern Kentucky UMW locals, are
hopeful the new contract offer "has
enough changes so they.will be able to
of Murray State Teachers College will vote yes," said Ernie Justice, district
be held June 4 when 27 graduates will vice president.
"But I'm certain if some changes
hear Dr. Ernest W. Butterfield, comare
not in it," he added,"they will not
missioner of education in Connecticut,
deliver the address. Local graduates vote for it."
Justice said Friday morning that he
include Rosalind Crass, Clifton
was
awaiting more details on the offer
Brown, hien Walston, Duma King
Rogers, Mary Lee Walker, Mayla from District 30 president Robert
Nanney, Mayrell Johnson, Lucille Carter, who was in Washington as a
McDaniel, Barber Rogers, Herbert member of the bargaining council.
In the union's District 23 in western
Allbritten, and Oma Lockhart Jones.
Kentucky,
Local 1342 president Bill
Dr. G. T. Hicks, head of the education department at Murray State Whittinghill said "everyone is glad
Teachers College, was the commence- they've reached a tentative agreement speaker at Murrny High School ment."
"It looks like this one will pass,"
on May 29. Mildred Farris was
Mirrray Ledger & Times
said
Whittinghill.
valedictorian and Mary Frances
USE'S 306-7001
The local UMW official said the new
Miller was salutatorian of the class.
Walter L. A
Publishei
offer
"is
a
good
package."
Editor
R.Gene
Eight nurses received diplomas
The Murray Ledger & Times 1.
E.A. McDaniel, secretary of
from the Mason Hospital School of
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Nursing at a ceremony held at the District 19 which includes 13 locals in
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thenkagiv
eight south-central Kentucky coun- mg by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 101 N. 4th St,
First Christian Church on May 24.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Clan Postage Paid
Dr. H. M. McEirath, Murray den- ties, noted that miners in his diStrict
Murray,Ky. 42071
had
voted
to
soft-coal
inaccept
the
In
tist, has been reappointed to the Kencarn
SUBS
erICIU
$3.25 per month,
RM pay b. nlarkeasw 'k
tuckyrd of Dental Examiners by-- dustry's lastoffer by three votes.
WS, By mail IA Calloway County and to Bes
"Right now," he said,"all we know Sliff,
Gov.Sampson. '
Mayfield. Sedalia Midfarvalagton,Ky., WI
is
that
they
settlehave
a
Puryear,
Tn.,
024.06
per
proposed
Buchanan
and
Parts,
Bruce Tucker, 15 year old son of
year. By mail to other destinations, WM per
Mrs. E. A. Tucker and the late Rev. ment...We could possibly get year.
Tucker of Murray, was licensed to something we could,live with."
Member of Aseociated Preis, Kentucky P111111
He said a provision that companies Ameciation and Southern Newniaper Publishers
preach at the Methodist District ConAosociation.
ference at Gleason,Tenn.,on May 72. pay royalties on non-union coal and
The Associated Preen is exclusively entitled to
the
issue
of
medical
benefits
have
repoidish
local news originated by The Murray
Tipton C. Wilcox of Murray will
as well as all other AP news.
receive the Master of Arts degree been central concerns throughout the Ledger It Times
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
strike
in
District 19.
7S3-10111
from George Peabody College for
Business Office
,7113-1110
In a number of trade-offs during the Mouthed Advertising
Teachers at Nashville, Tenn.,in June.
Retail(Dimple),)Advertising
713-10H
Mrs. R. L. Keeney is owner of the bargaining talks, the soft-coal in- Circulation
TAM*
dustry
agreed
to
restore the provision
71113
News and Sports Dept
Murray Ice Cream Company on East
requiring coal companies to pay nonMain Street, Murray.

Optimism Follows
Strike Settlement

AFF1111'1

k
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Munay Business News Briefs
'Smilin'Jack' Has No Complaints In Retirement
flying anymore," said
By JOHN PLATERO
Mosley, 74, to explain why
Associated Press Writer
STUART, Fla. (AP) — 'Smilin' Jack" last ap"Smilin' Jack" isn't dead. pea red in newspapers April
He's lost a good deal of his 1, 1973. -There's a thrill in
hair and wears glasses now, flying, for sure, but it is
but, other than that, he has simply a mea ns of
no complaints about retire- transportation now."
'Smilin' Jack" began in
ment in Florida.
That's the latest word 1933 and was a highly
from Zack Mosley, who popular, true-to-life aviation
retired eight years ago along feature during an era Mosley
with the comic strip ariator calls ''the golden age of cornhe made famous.
ics." Also called "funnies"
"The big public doesn't in those days, comics were
have a romantic interest in so popular that former New

"HOLIDAY INN UNIVERSITY GRADUATE" — Doug Stephens(left) general manager
of the Holiday Inn of Murray, received a certificate of graduation from David Hornick, manager-education implementation, of Holiday Inn University, the training institute of the worldwide food and lodging chain. Stephens, who recently completed a special motel management training program, is one of the more than
3,000 Holiday inn hotel managerial employees from around the world who
graduated from the University each year. The faculty is located on a 90-acre campus near Olive Branch, Miss., 12 miles from Holiday Inns, Inc., headquarters in
Memphis. The University opened in 1972 to serve the special education needs of
management personnel of the international Holiday Inn System, which currently
operates or licenses more than 300,000 guest rooms in every state in the United
States and in 58 other countries."
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We at the

Bank of Murray
#4k<,

4

offer our

Congratulations
to

;50

Doug Stephens
0.
Judy Stanfill
John A. Gregory Jr.
Dan McNutt
Vidc..tx
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York City Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia read them on the
radio during a newspaper
strike in the mid-1940s.
Those days are gone
forever, said Mosley with a
touch of nostalgia, and the
culprit is television.
"Television can use up an
entire story in a 30-minute
program," he explained.
"But in those days, a single
story script could last six
weeks or so in a comic
strip."
However, Mosley does

Dishes N Things
Moves To
Dixieland Center
Dishes N Things has moved to a new location — the
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Owned and operated by
Judy Stanfill, the store carries a variety of kitchenoriented gift items.
Stanfill said the store was
moved to a more central
location which would better
accommodate customers.
The new store has more
display space and a more
pleasing atmosphere in
which to shop,she added.
Store hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
NEW LOCATION — Dishes N Things, owned by Judy
New and exciting things
are expected to be added to
Stanfill, has moved its location to the Dixieland Shopthe bridal registery, Stanfill
ping Center. The show features kitchen-oriented gift
said.
ideas.
Other items in the store include a complete line of
Phaltzgraff,
Louisville
stoneware, Oneida silver
and flatware, brass items,
MaLeck wood items,
placemats and napkins, a
large
assortment of
glassware
and wicker
John A. Gregory Jr., of the persons who have been sued
law firm of Hughes and for damages arising out of baskets and furniture.
Gregory, Murray, recently accidents resulting in per- Stanfill invites all her
was re-elected to a second sonal injuries. It was friends and past customers
to
term on the board of direc- organized to assist the at- come by the new store.
tors of the Kentucky Defense torneys in keeping abreast of
Council during the annual the latest information in this
meeting of the Kentucky field, such as legislative acts
State Bar Convention in and court decisions.
Louisville.
The Kentucky Defense
The organization meets
Council is an organization several times each year at
composed of attorneys ac- various locations throughout
tive in the representation of the state.

John A. Gregory Jr.
Re-Elected To Council's
Board Of Directors

praise some of today 's cow Sintim Jack- flourished
ics. His favorites include in the da, s when aviation
"Peanuts," -Blondie." moslev'5 first love
"Dick
Tracy'' and also imi.,.den tzli-s
'•Doonesbury.''

McNutt Completes MFA Training Class
Dan McNutt, local
int wieti uuras r.
insurance agent, has recent- life, home. lam and r
ly completed an advanced tficurud insurani
MFA training class at the
McNutt s N1F.N insurant
MFA home office in Coluni- anrit which %k as opened in
bia, Mo.
• IS located .at
The one-week Acanced %Vest Main in the old NaPersonal line Insurani
burial Ibotel buil(ling.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

There's a

Business
Insurance
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

DAN McNUTT
MIA
INSURANCE

(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG)

7S3-044S
Glenda Anderson Secretary

SOON TO BE
SHELTER INS.
COMPANY
_

NOW'S THE TIME
TO SUMMERIZE!

THE FUNCTIONALLY'
DESIGNED "WORKHORSE"
OF THE QUALITY
SNAPPER FAMILY.

The summer cooling season will soon be here,
and now is a great time to turn your home into an
energy saver. Caulking, weatherstripping,
insulation, and storm windows save you money
on cooling costs as well as
your heating costs.

The rear engine SNAPPER rider gives vacuum Cuttings, leaves and litter
you a smooth,even cut. Plus:
into an optional 6 bu catcher or
immediate response steering for
trailing 30 bu Bag-N-Wagon, eyen
cutting in tight places; on-,the-go
during high moisture conditions
adjustment of cutting height and
SNAPPER mowers are worth
speed, and a floating cutting unit
more because they do more and
which minimizes scalping and dam- their price is competitive with other —
age. SNAPPER Hi-Vac Im riders can
quality mowers

WINS PUPPY — Kriesti Gaines, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Gaines, was the winner of the six-weekold Peke-A-Poo puppy from Sharon's House of Pets.
The drawing for the puppy was held last Saturday at
the store. There were 479 names entered in the
drawing. Emily Lanier, daughter of David and Becky
Lanier, who drew for the puppy, received a $5 certificate.

Buy this 11 h.p. Snapper Rider at our
discount price & from now through
June 15th we'll give you an XR-50 gas
powered weed eater absolutely

• Olvi SION

OP

NPUIP••• PPPPPP

CO ...le

..ri

]"

Kroger One Of State's
Leading Customers
A leading Kentucky mer- be able to contribute to Kenchant, the Kroger Co., today tucky's economy through
demonstrated that it is also these purchases."
one of Kentucky's leading
In addition to buying Kencustomers. Kroger in its annual report of state pur- tucky products to be sold in
chases announced that the its stores, Kroger's state
company spent $206 million purchases report listed
for Kentucky products and $86,213,466 Million in wages
paid to the company's 6,677
services in 1980.
Mr. J.A. Le Roy, vice employees in the state.
_ Delta--NrOar.also ..spent $4.210,231
pregLIvirt—
_Marketing Area a Kroger for newspaper, radio and
food stores, said in making t reVrsion advertising, and
the announcement, "Ken- for other goods and services.
tucky is an important supKroger's prod- uc( purpher for Kroger. Most of the chases in Kentucky included
money we spent here went $16,103,949 spent for dairy
for products to be sold in products and eggs,
Kroger stores — not only the $47,640,929 jOr canned and
three Kroger stores in Ken- packaged lUds, $10,123,972
tucky, but also in our storeS- for fresh fruits and
in other states. Wre ap- vegetables and $72,118,014
preciate the opportunity to for meat and poultry. ,

Don't put it off any longer. Call today for free
information on how to make your home more
comfortable and energy-efficient

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

753-5012
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After Dramatic Comeback Victory In Semifinals

Jackson, Jones In Title Match
By DAVID HIBBTITS
Sports Editor
"I was too worried," conceded Murray senior Candy
Jackson with the look of someone who just survived a
terrible scare.
For five excrusiating sets
before Jackson and Starr
Jones finally cheated defeat,
there was never a moment to
relax during the miraculous
comeback win 6-0, 3-6, 7-6
OAKS WINNERS — Flight winners of the recently completed spring tournament over 10-year-old Susan
held at the Oaks Country Club are, left to right, Roy Cothran, championship Sloane and Wendy Brown of
flight; Ronnie Hutson, first flight; Jerry Hopkins, second flight Danny Woods, Lexington Tates Creek in the
semifinal of the girls state
third flight. Playoffs were played in the championship and third flights.
doubles tennis tournament.
Not even when Jones took
charge of the net with her
backhand volleys to make
the difference in almost each
game of the first set did the
defending state champions
Final scores in the Oaks Country
Greg Story
78-79-157 Ted Lawson
86-90-176
Club men's spring tournament
Max Walker
82-76-158 Tom Villallor
90-88-178 have control of the match.
Rotuue Ragsdale
81-80-161 J D.Howard
88-91-179
Brown, and especially
CHAMPIONSHIP
Fred Daughty
85-77-162 Charles Caldwell
92-88-180
ttoy Cothran
71-72-143 Mike Morgan
78-84-162 Billy Ray Roberts
92-89-181 Sloane with her fearsome
'Don Cothran
70-73-143 Rick Lamion
83-80-163 Joe Oakley
91-91-182 return
volleys slammed
'Jerry Caldwell
73-70-143 Hal Kemp
78-90-168 Solon Bury
92-92-184 right
at
Jones,
never let the
Truman Whitfield
75-72-147 Bill Seale
84-87-171
3rd FLIGHT
Mike Holton
75-75-150 Mike Smith
84-90-174 'Danny Woods
111-101-212 Murray team get away as
Jim lamb
78-75-153 Paul Ragsdale
84-92-176 'Jerry White
1/1-101-212 Jackson and Cathy Outland
Mac Bain
76-79-155
tad FLIGHT
'Jimmy Herndon
107-105-212
Rick Jones
76-79-155 Jerry Hopkins
86-70-165 David Walker
106-106-214 had in winning the state last
Jim White
77-84-161 Billy Dan Crouse
87-79-166 Mike Lyons
111-106-217 year.
Let FLIGHT
••Dalton Noel
87-81-168 Mike Pierce
111-106-217
As Brown and Sloane
Ronnie Hutson
80-75-155 ''Rudell Parks
86-82-168 'Playoff
Purdom Lovett
79-77-156 Tim Thurmond
8644-170 ''Tie
began to get momentum

Oaks Tourney Winners

with a 2-1 in the second set,
Jackson was wondering
aloud "Whatis happening?"
"In the second set, we
started to overlook them,"
Jackson said. "When they
had us down 2-1, it was like I
had gone into a dream.
"I really appreciated our
crowd. They helped us in our
comeback in the third set."
While the crowd normally
would not have had an influence on the outcome, the
presence of Murray coaches
Jerry Shelton and Raymond
Sims and other interested
Murray fans were able to
give Jackson and Jones part
of the lift they needed as
more and more people
gathered to see if the Lexington team could pull the
upset.
It was not until Jackson
and Jones had reached the
precipise of defeat trailing 51 in the third set that they
began to reel off points with
authority and win the next
five games.
"I was trying to tell Starr
to move up toward the net
because Sloane likes to hit
them down the line,"

Mauch's California Debut Rained Out

"I'm tired of being runJackson said. "I'was trying
to get my shots back instead nerup to Murray," Miller,
who watched closely as
of going for winners."
The suspense then return- Jackson and Jones left the
ed when Tates Creek broke court, said about facing a
serve and then went ahead 3- Murray doubles team in the
2in the tiebreaker.
After Jackson hit and
overhead that was returned
wide, Jones won the most
important net battle of the day, a trade-off of volleys
with Sloane before the tiny
but tough Tates Creek player
finally put one in the net.
Several spots are still
After Jackson and Jones
won the next point to end the aVailable for the annual
drama, they broke into wide Murray State University
Football Camp June 29-July
grins of relief.
3
which will feature an apAs Shelton and Sims came
pearance
by All-Pro wItie
Jackson
congratulate
to
over
and Jones, The two Murray receiver Jerry Butler of the
players looked as if they had Buffalo Bills.
The camp is open to boys
been in a war.
ages 8-18 (excluding high
And that may well be the school graduates) and
is
extra incentive that the scheduled for the MSU camSacred Heart team of Bar- pus.
bara Miller and Chrissie
A first round draft choice
Motsch, who defeated Bowl- from Clemson, Butler earning Green's Leann Murray ed American Football
Conand Sally Scent 6-4,6-4 in the ference Rookie of the Year
other semifinal, need to honors in 1979 and was
avenge last year's lost to featured in the annual Pro
Murray in the finals.
Bowl game at Honolulu in
February this year.
All campers will be exposed to the fundamentals of

Spots Available
For Grid Camp

Martin Up To His Old Tricks, Bumps Umpire
By HERSCHEL NISSEN- and when a warning was igSON
nored he was thrown out of a
AP Sports Writer
game for the first time this
Gene Mauch's debut as year.
manager of the California
Martin came out of the
Angels- was rained out Fri- dugout on the dead run and
day night but it's doubtful if bumped Cooney with his
he could have done anything chest, knocking him
to top the show put on by backwards. Martin then
Oakland's Billy Martin.
kicked dirt on Cooney's
Billy the Kid may not have shoes and when the umpire
punched that dogie, as he turned and walked away,
says in the popular beer
Martin scooped up two handcommercial, but he gave fuls of dirt and threw them
umpire Terry Cooney a pret- on his back.
ty good bump in the A's 6-3
After Martin's exit, Whitt
loss to the Toronto Blue walked and Alfredo Griffin
Jays. Luckily for the quick- followed with a two-run
tempered Martin, Terry single to give the Blue Jays
('ooney wasn't Gerry all the runs they needed as
'ooney.
they defeated the A's for the
What got Martin's dander first time in 10 games dating
up was a request by back to last season.
Toronto's Ernie Whitt in the
The A's, who have lost
fourth inning that Cooney in- three in a row and 11 of 16,
spect the ball being thrown saw their lead in the
tiy Matt Keough.
American League West
With the Blue Jays leading shrink to l'2-games over the
on Whitt's two-run double Chicago White Sox, who
ni the second inning arid were rained out of their
Barry Bonnell's solo homer game against the Angels.
ti the fourth, Martin was in
It's Oakland's smallest lead
no mood for any more of the since—the early days of the
,,0a2;on-long complaints that season.
ills pitchers wero,doctOring, In • other AL action, the
the baseball.
defending champion Kansas
Otto Velef led off the City Royals won their third
Ioronto fourth with a double in a row for the first time all
and, one out later, George season, defeating the MinBell walked. After the first nesota Twins 3-1; the
ottch from Keough, Whitt Baltimore Orioles nipped the
;:sked Cooney to check the Detroit Tigers 6-5, the
Martin started to getofiNMilwaukee Brewers edged
!ht umpire from the dugout he Boston Red Sox 54, the

PURINA
CHOWS

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
Scratch Grain
Shelled Corn
Calf Feed

100 lb.

$8.00

100 lb. Plus 25' Sock Dept. $7.40
00 Lb. Plus 25' Sock Dept. $8.50

We Now
Have Complete

Milling
Facilities
753-5378
Industrial Rd.
Murray, K.

New York Yankees downed
the Cleveland Indians 5-2
and the Seattle Mariners
shaded the Texas Rangers 54 in 12innings.
Whitt said he asked
Cooney to look at the ball
Keough threw "because it
was a spitter. I've caught
spitballs before. I know what
they look like."
Martin, who
was
unavailable after the game,
didn't take kindly to the inspection.
"He had already complained about some calls
before," said Cooney."I told
him if he was going to argue
about balls and strikes not to
do it from the dugout. He
kept on hollering, so I
unloaded on him."
And vice versa as Martin
raced from the dugout and
crashed into the umpire.
it was like a freight train
ran into me," said Cooney.
"I've never been run into
that hard in my life, not even

in college when I played football. I'd say his actions warrant a severe penalty."
Rich Gale and Dan
Quisenberry continued their
comeback from early-season
pitching miseries by combining on a seven-hitter, while
Willie Aikens drove in two
runs, including the tiebreaker with an eighthinning grounder, and Frank
White homered.
"You can't win four in row
if you don't get the third,"
theorized Manager Jim
Frey. "Gale pitched great
the last time out and he looked good again tonight.
Quisenberry appears to have
gotten his confidence back."
"My confidence did waver
early in the season because I
was giving up runs, but (pitching coach) Billy Connors
and Frey worked with me
and got me throwing the
right way. Everything is
sinking now," said
Quisenberry, who recorded

his sixth save.
Orioles 6,Tigers 5
Rich Dauer drove in three
runs with a pair of doubles
and Doug DeCinces hit his
seventh home run of the
season, all in the last seven
games. Dauer, who also
walked and scored two runs,
doubled one run home in the
first inning against Dan
Schatzeder and hit a two-run
double in the fourth off Dave
Rozema as the Orioles won
their fourth game in a row
and the 14th in their last 17.
DeCinces, who did not have a
homer until last Saturday,
blasted his solo shot off
Rozema in the seventh.
Brewers 5,Red Sox 4
Ted Simmons'belted a tworun homer in the ninth inning
off Boston reliever Tom
Burgmeier, offsetting a tworun shot by Joe Rucli in the
bottom of the eighth off
Rollie Fingers that gave 0131
Red Sox a 4-3 lead.
Milwaukee won its fourth

tournament for the third
straight year.
"We might be better this
time in keeping them deep
since they have changed
partners," Miller said.

consecutive game after being held to three hits, including solo homers by
Robin Yount and Roy
Howell, for eight innings by
Mike Torrez. Burgmeier
started the ninth by hitting
Cecil Cooper with a pitch
before Simmons hit his
seventh homer of the season.
Yankees 5,Indians 2
New York rookie Dave
Righetti fired a two-hitter
for eight innings and beat
Cleveland for the second
time since being recalled
from the minors last week as
the Yankees snapped a fourgame losing streak. The 22year-old left-hander needed
help from Rich Gossage in
the ninth after an error and
Bo Diaz' double, Cleveland's
third hit. Rick Cerone drove
in two runs for the Yankees
with a grounder and a double, while Graig Nettles and
Jerry Mumphrey added RBI
singles.

football through game competition, films and lectures
from coaches and players.
Camp activities will center
around Murray's 16,800-seat
Roy Stewart Stadium during
the week of camp. The
stadium houses dressing
facilities, a spacious traning
room and numerous meeting
rooms. Grass practice fields
also adjoin the stadium.
Campers will be housed in
air conditioned dormitories
near the stadium and will be
under constant supervision.
Additional information
and an application brochure
are available by calling
(502) 762-4229 or writing the
Murray State Summer
Youth Program in Sparks
Hall.

Dr. Robert Hailey
Podiatrist
Foot Specialist—

Announces
The Opening of a
part-time office
in Murray at
903 Sycamore St.
Thursday Afternoon by
Appointment 1:00-7:00 p.m.
Phone: 753-9909

NBA Rules Committee
Swimming is fun & healthful
Redefines League Rule

By ALEX SACRA RE
AP Sports Writer
DAN VERS, Mass.(AP) —
In an attempt to clear the
air, as well as the area of the
court near the basket, the
Niles and Competition Committee of • the National
Basketball Association has
voted to redefine the
league's rule against zone
defenses.
The principle is to keep
the 'paint' open," said Joe
Axelson, the NBA's Director
of Operations, referring to
the painted area of floor
within the foul lane.
To achieve this, the committee voted Friday to
recommend the adoption of
six "guidelines for defensive
coverage," which define
precisely what is prohibited.
The guidelines are technical
in nature, but league officials hope the overall effect
will be to clarify. the antizone rule.
"Oar zone enforcement
situation was in a shambles
Last year," said Axelson.
"We want to enter next
season with everyone clear
--about what a aarie is and
what- -it--isra---Auct---our
referees will be instructed-to
enforce it 100 percent."
The guidelines will be
tested in the Southern
California Summer League
and, if there are no problems, the committee will
ask ,the Board of Governors
to adopt them for use in the
NBA next season.
The conunitee's recom-

mendations came at the end apply only after a violation
of the first phase of the in the frontcourt.
NBA's annual summer
The committee voted down
meetings. The governors, proposals for a no foul-out
who have the final say on all rule, extending the shot
rule matters but usually clock from 24 to 30 seconds
follow the committee's and widening the foul lane.
PRE SEASON
wishes, will begin their
Meanwhile, it was anWe feature
SPECIAL
meeting in Cambridge, nounced that the annual Hall
Esther Williams
Mass.,Tuesday.
Reg.
'1388.
of Fame Game at SprPools, the #1
$88800
Although it did not ap• ingfield, Mass., would be
Now only
pool in the
prove arty major changes, played Oct. 26 between the
INSTALLED
country
the rules committee did vote Boston Celtics and Denver
to recommend:
Nuggets.
—Lessening the penalty.
for zone violations, so as to
• Huge 4" Top Rails
.
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
encourage referees to strict• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
and In-Pool Ladders
ly enforce the rules. No free
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"'- • Heavy gauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wall
throw will be shot until the
The Blue Jays barely got by
liner
construction
• Skimmer Cartridge
second violation.
the Phillies 23-22 and it took
Dimension - 16' x 31'• Swim Area - 15' x 24' x 4' .Filtration Unit
—Further testing of a col- extra innings for the Cardinals
lapsible rim this summer. If to beat the Giants 42-39 in two
BEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... •GUARANTEED SERVICE
there are no problems, Ax- exciting T-Ball games Friday
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
•FINANCING AVAILABLE
elson predicted, the rim, evening.
GAS SHORTAGE
•NO DOWN PAYMENT
which is designed to prevent
Jay Howell drove in Casey
DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
shattered backboards, would Zehr in the bottom of the
be in use in the NBA next fourth for the Blue Jays' winnELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
season.
ing run. Ross Adkins had a triIN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
—Eliminating penalty free ple for the Jays.
Local Calls 812-948-5121 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT
throws, thus giving players
For the Phillies, Bill
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS
only one or two shots and not McAllister and Jason Hale
ion imp ma Imo as me
ram nom me am um um me as NE am so im my air
2-for-1 or 3-for-2. This was in each had four hits.
response to a widespread
In the second game, the
MAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE
sentiment that pro players Cards and the Giants were
should. -sat- need
tied at 31,forcing a fifth inn._
-bonuses: clutia-lgosi-hit-a.her-.ariui-4257-,--NevrAtbany,
-Treating backcourt fouls and a triple for the Cards and
Without obligation, please send a representative with information on pools
as common fouls, with no 'three teamates had five hits.
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
shots taken unless a club is They are Steve Watkins,
NAME
over the penalty limit.
Nathan Lamb and Mitchell
—Placing the ball in play McClain.
ADDRESS
For the Giants, Chip Greene
as soon as an offensive
STATE
ZIP
player jiunps out of bounds hit a homer and two triples CITY
to get it, instead of waiting and Jeff Dillon had two TELEPHONE NO
NOTE scoop, must be a homeowner
for the defense-to set up. This triples. Allison Newell, Krista
We service the states of Kentucky, Southern Illinois & Southern Indiana
is a modified version of an Stalls and Devin Banks each
international rule and will had five hits for the Giants.
me an no um am En
as En us um Imo

Blue Jays, Cards
Win 1-Ball Games

The Econo-

-

-I-I.
v

teTM Exclusive Features:

OLYMPIC POOLS
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Players Annoyed; Club Owners Give Warning
Transactions
Americus League
DETROIT TIGERS — Optioned
Howard Bailey, pitcher, to Evansville
of the American Association. Recalled
George Cappuzzello, pitcher, from
Evansville.
Matteotti League
ATLANTA BRAVES — Recalled
Rick Matula, pitcher,from Richmond
of the International League. Placed
Bob Walk,pitcher, an the disabled list.
CHICAGO CUBS — Placed Steve
Henderson, outfiekler, on the 15-clay
disabled list. Recalled Carlos Lezcano,
outfielder,from Iowa of the American
Association.
NEW YORK METS — Traded Jeff
Reardon, pitcher, Dan Norman, outfielder, and a player to be named later
to the Montreal Expos for Ellis Valentine, outfielder.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES —
Placed Bake McBride, outfielder, on
the 2I-day disabled list retroactive to
May 24. Recalled George Vukovich,
outfielder, from Oklahoma City of the
American Association.
FOOTBAU.
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENGAlS — Signed
David Verser, wide receiver.
DENVER BRONCOS — Named

Utility Man Moved
Around But Is Home
At Home Plate
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Pedro Guerrero hasn't been
able to find a home in the outfield — but he's been doing all
right at home plate.
The ultimate utility man,
Guerrero has filled in for Reggie Smith in right field, Ken
Landreaux in center and even
Ron Cey at third. But all this
moving around obviously
hasn't bothered his hitting.
He's currently batting .313
with nine home runs and 26
runs batted in, including four
Friday night in the Los
Angeles Dodgers' 5-2 victory
over the Cincinnati Reds.
"I like playing center," said
Guerrero, who was filling in
for Landreaux. "The balls
come straight at you. But I
don't care where I play — as
long as I play."
_ Along with his homer Friday night, Guerrero punched
out two singles, one of them an
RBI hit off Mike LaCoss.
"I've been hitting against
LaCoss since 1976 and all he
throws are sinkers and
sliders," Guerrero said. "I
know him pretty well by now."
In other National League action, San Francisco beat
Houston 3-1; Montreal edged
Pittsburgh 3-2; New York
trimmed Chicago 6-1; St.
Louis routed Philadelphia 11-4
and Atlanta turned back San
Diego 7-1.
Guerrero singled home a
run in the fourth inning off
LaCoss, 2-5, and then followed
singles by Steve Garvey and
Cey with his homer in the sixth.
The Dodgers, expanding
their lead over the Reds in the
NL West to 5% games, added
another run in the seventh off
reliever Doug Bair when pitcher Bob Welch tripled and
Derrel Thomas singled him
home.
Welch,3-3, blanked the Reds
on six hits through the first
seven innings, but Ken Griffey
led off the Cincinnati eighth
with a double and, one out
later, George Foster slugged,
his 10th homer.
Steve Howe took over for
Welch and recorded his fifth
save.
Giants 3, Astros 1
Jack Clark singled home the
tie-breaking run and scored an
insurance run in the bottom of
the eighth inning, leading San
Francisco over Houston.
. Clark, hitless in three
previous at-bats, lined a base
hit to teft field to drive in Dave
Berenan, who had Walked to
lead off ilke inning and moved
to second on a sacrifice by Bill
North. Darrell Evans then'
drew an intentional walk, and
Jerry Martin singled, scoring
Clark and knocking loser Don
Sutton,3-6, out of the game.
Vida Blue, 5-3, worked the
first eightinnings for the victory.

Indians Edge
Tigers While
Braves Win
The Indians edged the
Tigers 6-4 and the Braves got
by the Dodgers 5-3 in.Junior
Babe Ruth League games Friday night.
' Shawn McClure pitched the
Tiger victory, 111iing fOur
hits and striking out two. He
also had two hits. Tigers
Mark West and Todd Ross also
had two hits apiece,
Brave pitcher Mitch Grogan
struck out nine, while giving
up five hits and walking one.
Dave McCuiston had two hits.
• David Snow had Tone hit and
two RBI fdr the Dodgers.

Nick Nicolau a special assistant to
Head Coach Dan Reeves.
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS — Signed
Carl Allen, cornerback, to a series of
me-year contracts.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
DETROIT RED WINGS — Sent Rick
Vast°, defenseman,from Adirondack
of the American Hockey League to tin
Calgary Flames to complete a
February transaction in which they
acqtdred Brad Smith,right wing.
QUEBEC NORDIQUES — Signed
Michel Bolduc, defenseman, to a
three-year contract.
COLLEGE
PRESBYTERIAN — Named Greg
Nibert assistant basketball coach and
sports information director.

By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
A last-minute delay in the
threatened baseball strike
seems to have annoyed some
major leaguers, while bringing a warning from a club
owner that players have
opened "a wound that can
only fester in the future."
"Let's get it solved," pitcher Larry Gura,the Kansas
City Royals' alternate
player representative, said
Friday.
"I guess it's better for us,"
Pittsburgh third
said

baseman Bill Madlock, "but
in a month, we'll probably
have to go through this again
and then again in two years
when the (basic) agreement
comes up again. If that happens, it'll take two more
years for the fans to
recuperate. I don't know how
much more they'll put up
with."
Calvin Griffith, the Minnesota Twins' president,
said he was relieved a strike
had been averted but, like
the players, wished the
dispute had been resolved.

"This free-agent compensation issue should have
been settled last year," Griffith said. "I wish the air
could be cleared and we
could concentrate on
baseball.
"Fans are still somewhat
in doubt, as I am, about
what's going to happen over
this strike issue, and that
doesn't lead to buying many
tickets in advance."
The strongest reaction
came from John McMullen,
chairman of the Houston
Astros.

"I'm sure the Players
Association believes it has
scored a great victory, but I
believe they'll find out otherwise in the long run,"
McMullen said. "They've
opened a new wound, a
wound that can onlm fester in
the future."
Baseball's first midseason
strike ever and its third
walkout in nine years was
averted close to the deadline
Thursday in a deal between
the Major League Players
Association and the Player
Relations Committee, the

jor league player plus an
amateur draft choice as
compensation for the loss of
a "ranking" free agent,
sparked the players' strike
threat.

owners'bargaining group.
Negotiations are to
resume in New York Monday, two days before
scheduled court hearings in
Rochester, N.Y., on an injunction 'request from the
National Labor Relations
Board.
U.S. District Judge Henry
Werker will hear arguments
on the NLRB's petition to
have the owners'rescind the
free-agent plan they
unilaterally implemented
last February.
That plan, providing a ma-

The basic agreement,
which averted a strike a
year ago, gave the players
until June 1 to strike over
compensation. The two sides
agreed Thursday, however,
to postpone the deadline until 48 hours after Werker
rules on the injunction request.
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Sale Price

Take-with Price

Our Reg. 1.17-1.28

Each

Bikini or Hiphugger Panties
Novelty-print panties in smooth polyester
White or pastels One size. 5-7 Save

18

$49

3-way _/VV Portable

Gas Grill With Mobile Mount
Grill has chrome-plated steel
cooking grate with -20-lb • tank

Uses AC power for home,,batteries". or 12V car cigarette lighter; cord included

'Gas not included

• Battery Pack not included

87c

'
• 5.

our
1.23

Malted Milk

Balls
Chocolate flavor
coatmled
milk
candy. 13-oz*
Net wt

EXTRA
COLOR
PRINTS

220x26"
For 7

Standard
Our 3.97 Each

"His 'n Hers" Sleeping Pillows
Polyester cotton ticking with polyester fill
Our 4.97, 20x30" Queen Pillows 2 For $11
Our 5.97, 20x36" King Pillows .„2 For $10

,•
-

From Your Color
Print Negatives

6 For $100
Standard
Size
Reprints

Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

Our 97c

77

(sorry no skies)

RAYO.VAc

3

=Our Reg. 4.97
.

7x3'.xl.

Reusable Ice-pak

Lantern and Battery Special
Ruggea 1-piece floating ian/em n with

-l/led with water
substitute freezes
super cold Plastic

1.

weather-proof switch With 9-volt batten,.

Cafeteria Special
no-

94c
2$
_Pkgs. 1
Our Reg.

2-4
196r.,74(9To RI
manY
Pkgs. 1OurVeciAnn CI•oners

74c Pkg.
2Vacuum
to 4 in
Cleaner
Bags
Makes pack. To fit most
and
models.

Save.

Our Reg. 1.18

Our 2.88

880
Roil

Limit 2 While 144 Last

18,16-oz."Big Drink" Cups

/
1
2-gallon Jug

18"x25'Foil

Handy throw-away, translucent plastic
cups. 18 in pkg. Save more at K mart'.

Polyethylene with
insulation Save

heavy-duty aluminum foil

2.22

mart's

1.-.sty F.oucl Chicken Dinner....
With 16 Oz. Drink
3 pieces of chicken, cole slaw,
french fries, and roll & butter,

is 4'
..
1 I

IlituaNly parts and 141nriell

1109, SAll
SIZES
P115/75113.ss.H.46.97.
P155/75114.59.11.49.97.
P195/7S1114 .64.711:54.97
P205/75114 .61.11.57,97,
P205/75115 .69.11.61.97.

On Sale Mon. Thru Sat.

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Replace front brake
pads
2. True rotors
3. Inspect calipers
4. Refill hydraulic system
S. Repack Inner and outer
bearings
6. Inspect front grease
seals
7. Inspect master cylinder
S. Insp•ct rear lining for
wear.(Additional cost 11
repairs on rear brakes
are needed)
Additional parts and services
which may be needed are at
extra cost 6.

1215/75111 y0.111.62.97.
P215/75115 .70.11. 63,97,
P225/75114 73.IIII 66,97.
1225/75115 .74.11. 67,97.
P215/75115 .11.11. 60,97,
•122S/70111S 13.11 . 70.97,

39.88

Disc Brake Special
For Many U.S. Cars
Work done on front end
only Save at K mart auto

4=10 ir--ftTHE SAVING PL ACE

2.44 Price
Major Brand Oil Filters

1
Save'19
.

42,

Computer Balance Each Wheel,2.97

Motion-mt•

Sale Price — 6 Days

•7•S.W,Trawl 11111.....
Get your Car Ready For Summer With The
K M -225-5teataelte4Rodia/Whilewalls-.,,----Our52118P165/80R13(AR78x13)
Plus F.E t
11197 Ea.
1.73 Ea.
Mounting Included-No Trade-in Required
All Tires Plus F.EI. Each

Oil FILTE

to...4 I Monoh /toe
repletoo...1
4111.0,
Pro....
I'Vetranty

-Our Reg._58.88

48-month Battery
Many cars light trucks
t Top or side terminals

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

4407-ve

6.94 Each

ur Reg
(1331

Choice Of Halogen Lampsumti,t-ii! tog lamp
1.1Mr save
Of Elea! ON.,
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Fins SL Feathers
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

Lake-By-Lake Rundown
- FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Spring rains continue to
create an unpredictable
fishing picture in Kentucky
waters. The state gave this
rundown :
Kentucky -- Crappie fair
• on nunnows 8 to 14 feet deep
along secondary channels
and up to 2 feet deep in flooded brush; catfish slow to fair
along banks on worms and
nighterawlers and fair below
slain; white bass slow to fair
near turbine intakes on spinner baits and jigs; clear,
stable at one-half foot above
,L miner pool,66.
-Barkley — Crappie fair on
munnows over submerged
cover and along dropoffs;
black bass slow to fair on artificial nightcrawlers and
-rank baits cast along shore;
.1 ear to murky to muddy,
stable at sununer pool, 68.
Barren — Black bass good
ear1. and late on surface
!arcs in flooded coves; catfish slow: clear to murky to
muddy,stable at 6 feet above
sununer pool, 72.
Nolin — Black bass fair
early and late on surface
lures in coves and on plastic
worms around rocky points;
bluegill fair on worms and
crickets; clear to -murky to
muddy, falling at -4 feet
above summer pool, 72.
Rough River — Bluegill
slow on worms and crickets
around shallow banks and
stickups, clear to murky to
muddy, falling at 6 feet
above summer pool, 72.
Herrington — Bluegill
good on red worms and
crickets 3 to 4 feet deep
balong shallow banks; black
bass fair on surface lures
and buzz baits along shallow
banks; clear to murky, rising at 3 feet above summer
pool and 72.
Green River — Crappie
slow on minnows about six
feet deep in treetops, clear,
falling at 6 above pool.
Cumberland — White bass
fair to good at night along

steep rock walls and points
of main lake 30 to 35 feet
deep; walleye fair casting
live nightcrawlers at creek
mouths in main lake;
rockfish fair on deep runners
near the dam off deep points
and banks; black bass slow
on artificial and live
nightcrawlers in upOr lake
and fair on spinner baits in
murky waters and with surface lures in clear water in
the lower lake; trout good
below the dam; clear to
murky to muddy, rising at 2
feet above the timerline. 70.
Dale Hollow — Bluegill
good on worms and crickets
in inlets and bays; white
bass fair nightfishing over
river channel; crappie spot-

ty on minnows 5 to 16 feet
deep over submerged cover;
clear to murky, rising at 1
foot below normal pool, 70.
Laurel — Trout excellent
at night on worms, cheese
and corn 19 to 30 feet deep;
black bass slow; clear to
murky, rising at 8 feet below
power pool, 70.

MEMO OUTDOORS

feet deep over submerged
cover; clear to murky to
muddy,stable at 2feet above
summer pool,69.
Buckhorn — Catfish good
on cutbaits around shallow
banks; black bass fair on
crankbaits
around
shoreline; clear to murky to
muddy, stable at summer
pool, 70.

The sauger is one of the
most sought-after fish in the
lakes area. First cousin to
the walleye, its flesh is white
and flaky. Many consider it
the premier "table fish" in
West Kentucky, which explains the attention it
Cave Run — Musky slow
Dewey — Bluegill and receives from anglers.
on medium to deep runners
Methods for taking sauger
in tributaries; black bass crappie slow; clear to murky
slow on spinner baits and by to muddy, stable at 1',2 feet are several, from jig fishing
below the dams in winter, to
flipping around banks; clear above summer pool,72.
trolling
old river channel
to murky to muddy,rising at
Fishtrap — Bluegill slow
1 foot above summer pool, on worms and crickets in in- ledges in the lakes in the
66.
lets and bays; crappie fair summer, to drifting over
on
minnows 8 to 12 deep dropoffs and bumping minGrayson — Bluegill slow/
nows along the bottom. But
on worms in inlets and bays; around stickups; clear, of all these and other
technicrappie slow on minnows 5 stable at summer pool, 70.
ques for sauger, probably
none is so effective as using
automatic reels and trolling
the rocky bars below Kentucky Dam in the summer.
When the fish are biting,
limits come quickly for
anglers who are rigged proA year and a half ago, preciative.
changeable with any other perly and who employ the
Remington introduced a Because of this favorable Model 870 20-gauge right strategy.
special version of its Model response, Remington is now lightweight barrels for curBruce Larkins is part of
1100 LT-20 autoloading applying the same concept to rent models. So you carm the clan which specializes in
shotgun, one designed the most popular pump ac- replace them at any time trolling for sauger in Kenspecifically for youngsters tion shotgun in America. The with barrels of standard tucky Dam's tailwater. He
and adults of somewhat new version is called the length.
had caught a limit of fish
small stature.
Model 870 "Limited", a 20Model 870 "Limited" (10) the previous two days,
The objective was simple gauge light-weight pump shotguns will be available but today the going was
and practical. Remington gun weighing just six pounds with either improved slow.
standard shotgun stocks are with a 12L2-inch length of cylinder or modified chokes. "It's still really early for
designed to fit and provide pull and a 23-inch barrel.
Both short barrels will also this type fishing," Larkins
comfortable shooting for a The result is the ideal gun be sold as extra barrels and said. "The best trolling is on
large percentage of the gun- for young beginners and can be interchanged on stan- up in the summer, and it'll
ning population. They do just small adults - one that fits dard Model 870 20-gauge last into the fall when the
that - for most, but not all correctly, is light and easy to lightweight shotguns.
water starts to cool off." As
shooters.
carry, fast handling, low in
Remington Model 870 Larkins talked he unwound a
Many young, beginner recoil and perfectly balanc- "Limited" 20-gauge complicated -looking
shooters and adults of ed.
lightweight shotguns are monofilament leader from a
smaller-than-average size
An added feature of the available now at a suggested piece of styrafoam. The sun
still find standard stock Model 870 "Limited" is its retail price of $344.95.
was still hidden by the rocky
lengths too long for them. versatility. As young
bank on Kentucky Dam's
Model 870
The Model 1100 LT-20 shooters continue to grow
east side, and catfishermen
"Limited" Specifications
"Limited" solved this pro- and the short stock eventual- Stock Dimensions: Length of were motoring slowly into
blem with a factory- ly becomes too short, you pull: 12-',
the shadow of the giant con2"
available 20-gauge model simply replace it with a
crete structure.
Drop at heel: 2-k,
2"
that balanced a stock 1-'1 in- standard-length stock. Save
I'd heard about the trolling
Drop at comb: 1-5/1"
ches shorter than normal the short stock for the next
Barrels: Vent rib, improv- system, but watching
with a b,arrel just 23 inches young shooter in the family ed cylinder or modified Larkins prepare to fish
long. The response from to come along.
clarified how it worked. The
chokes,23" long
America's smaller shooters
The 23-inch barrels are
reel is mounted on the gunOverall Length: 42"
was favorable and ap- also completely internel near the front of the boat.
Average Weight: 6 lbs.
It looks like a large
automatic flyfishing reel,
and it's spring wound to
operate on the same principle.
The reel was loaded with
plastic-coated wire trolling
line - 60 pound test. To the
end of this line Larkins attached the main leader. At
the bottom of the six foot
leader he snapped a 20 ounce
piece of lead that was shaped
like a wiener...Two secondary lines were already attached via swivels to the
main leader: one a foot
above the weight, and the second 10 inches above the
first. The lower line was approximately seven feet long,
and the upper measured
VI
around three feet. Onto the
v;1
end of the long piece Larkins
fastened a broken-back
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AND MUCH MUCH MORE...
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enough line to bounce it off
the bottom as we're moving.
The two baits run behind the
weight just above the bottom."
It was a pleasant boat ride
on a beautiful morning. With
the rig trailing behind, we
started idling slowly over a
series of rocky bars in the
tailwater's lower section.
Larkins kept one hand on his
outboard throttle and the
other on his trolling line. His
arm was like a pendulum,
pulling the line steadily forward,then letting it go back.
"You just walk the weight
over the bottom," he said.
He indicated we were fishing
in 25 feet of water, and the
baits were running approximately 75 feet behind the
boat.
"Now it's just a matter of
finding the fish," he said.
"Sometimes I'll hit'em right
off, and other times I have to
look for'em. They're just like
any other fish in that
sometimes they bite good
and then they might not bite
at all."
Other members of the clan
started arriving, including
Braze Larklas iamb he soother singer from the
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil WilderWheats,
of Kentucky dam The einem* huffing reel
man of Grand Rivers. "He's
the dean of the trollers," (left foreerwsuid) allows the ampler to troll hs deep water
Larkins said. "He'll be here sad mehetela constant coated with his baits.
Meow by Wails Beerms)
every day. I haven't been doing this but three years, and
I'm still learning. But Mr. other for signs of action. grips, since sauger can inWilderrnan really knows "We all try to help each flict painful wounds with its
how to fish these trolling other. Some days they'll be sharp teeth fins and gill
rigs."
hitting one color lure, and plates. He used needlenose
As we searched for fish we'll trade information pliars to pry out the hooks,
Larkins talked about his about what they're biting and then he deposited the
past. He's a retired Missouri best." Larkins said lure fish in his live box. After
farmer who left his farming preference also seems to straightening and resetting
operation to his son and mov- change from season to the trolling line, we were
ed with his wife to Livingston season. "Last year black back in action.
County. "I've got a dozen was a good color. Then they Two more hours yielded
boat ramps within ten switched to blue. And for the only three more fish. The
minutes of my house," he past two days I've caught Wilderman's had given up
smiled. "I fish for something fish on orange."
and gone home. Other
most every day. I really entrollers had scattered out of
We trolled for an hour
joy the relaxation of trollsight, and it was apparent
before the first strike, and
ing."
that a limit catch today
Larkins pulled the line in by
Larkins said that sauger
would be a Herculean effort.
hand. As the line was
move around in the tailwater
"Want to t.ry'em some other
retrieved, it was wound into
according to the amount of
day?" Bruce asked, and I
the reel by the automatic
current coming from the
agreed this was the best
feature.
dam. Trollers scatter to find
plan. "I'm going to stay and
the fish, and they watch each Flopping on the orange try awhile for catfish," he
grub was a pound sauger, a continued. "I don't have
Department Of
gleaming brown fish with anywhere I have to be and
mother-of-pearl eyes and a there's nothing pressing to
Tourism To
black hourglass pattern do. I might go on home after
down its sides. Larkins a spell and take a nap."
Conduct Survey
Ah,retirement!
handled the fish with catfish
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The Department of
Tourism will conduct a
survey on the state's tourism
and travel industry, with the
aim of giving a clear picture
of who comes to this state,
where from and how much
they spend.
Tourism Commissioner
Lois Mateus said 18
employees will conduct the
survey beginning June 1.
She said the study will help
the state focus its promotional efforts and will give
owners of businesses dependent upon the travel industry
a better idea of where to
place travel advertisements.

Sportsman's Marina

Saturday', ledger & Times is
set oil by Murray News Oriels
and Fins and Feathers. Murray
News griefs deals with
Murray.business community,
keeping up with promotion,.
awards and newcomers to
Murray,' business scene.
fins and Feathers is the outdoor laws page keeping in
stride with this area's outdoor
happenings, from new consersation legislation to how
many Fish old loe caught last
Friday rs all there tor the local
outdoor tans Saturdays in
The Murray ledger 8, Times.

At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 40'and 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

(Wet
••0°""

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

We Give You News. We Give You
Fads.
We Give You More!

Contact T.P Delaney

Jr. Circulation Mgr., 751-1916

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Sales Et Service

Fri

EVII1RUDE
SALES &
SERVICE

Adjacent to Sportsman's Safari Campground

Rt.5 Benton,KY 42025

502/3544568

L-1j'71,

WHY WAIT,

votil spies to get yeer boat
mod meter I. shape? (attest Soli Strode, former
service suasserw of Mack Mack, yeer authorized
'Allercery ClAortrelsor

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake

Subscribe'Today

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operate-ekninates marine growth on boat bottom

-Tcr'i
•

Mitrtay Ledger- 8c Tithet

*114SWIM

DON hIcatIRE

GRAYSON McCLUR(

94 fast out of Murray for 2 miles Turn night on 280
280 for I milts post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into Ponoromd ond follow blacktop to your rtight
blip

follow

Telephone,502-436-5483

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
located at Jct. U.S 68& 8001 the west end of Aurora, Ky

Nowt: Mau.-Sat. I a.m.4 p.m.
Sea. 1-6 p.m.
SO7-474-2 284

Aerer
. a, Ky.
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Fins & Feathers
Fishing At Its Best
Most of the past holiday
week-end was spent on the
lake fighting the wind and
rain.
We chased the bass around
as hard as anyone could, trying to establish a good pattern. The only thing we could
come up with was to fish a
combination of lures in each
and every treetop, brushpile
and grassbed we could find.
The best producer was a
black grape rebel curltail
worm fished very slowly. We
also took fish on black jigs
with wormtail and a spinnerbait.(green)
The rebel worm has worked best for me all year and
you know you have to use
what you have faith in. It has
a good firm body which helps
to keep the hook point
covered when coming
through structure. The rings
really do trap air when the
worm hits the water and this
air is released in tiny bubbles as you move the worm
along,making it look alive.
As usual we lost some good
sized fish by not being alert
and getting the hook set deep
in those bone and gristle
jaws.
However, we did manage
to boat 13 keepers on Saturday,8 on Sunday and ten on
Monday, so I don't feel bad
at all.
There have been several
crappie taken on shallow
running crankbaits and light
colored single blade spinners
early in the mornings and
late in the evenings. These
fish had moved back into the
shallow waters around the
button brush and willows,

probably to feed on the small across the surface. Of course
shad fry that are beginning you must find the schools
feeding or learn their
to fill the bays.
"holding points" to conThese small shad are so sistently catch them but
numerous, the white striped when you do either, get
bass will come into the bays ready for some fast and
to feed upon them. Time furious action.
after time a white stripe is a
Small schools of sauger
sucker for a small topwater have drifted onto the good
lure that is pulled rapidly old trolling ledges and are

TULSA,OK. — Fishing, at
its best, is a simple form of
outdoor recreation.
Matching it, the folks at
Lowrance Electronics in
smacking deep running Tulsa, OK., have developed
crank baits, so get some a fish-finding sonar unit
rebels and wiggle warts designed to make the life of
down into the depths and
have some great sport
fishing, not to mention the
meat you can get in addition.
The water temperature is
holding 66° to 70° and is fairly clear.
Happy Fishing!

the average fisherman even
more enjoyable.
It comes in two models —
portable and gimbal mount
— and will be called the
"160".
The portable (LFP-1601 is
complete with a handy,

carry-along power housing,
which will hold two six volt,
lantern-type batteries, and a
suction-cup transducer. The
transducer, of course, can
also be stored in the battery
case for easy transport,
allowing the angler to take

Rich In Mushrooms
To prepare morels for the
Want to make a million pits, standing on a central
dollars? Just figure out a stalk. The color is green to table, wash them,split them
lengthwise in half and soak
way to grow morel light brown.
them for at least fifteen
mushrooms in your baseIf you're unsure of your
ment. If you can do it, the ability to identify morels, minutes in saltwater. Dip the
halves into a sauce containworld is yours.
there are a number of books
Morels are considered the which have pictures, ing meat,egg and milk, then
king of wild mushrooms. descriptions and guides that drench in cracker crumbs.
Their flavor is unique, unlike will keep you from going Fry in butter for ten minutes
and eat when hot.
any other kind of mushroom. wrong.
Unfortunately, the condi•
tions necessary for their
cultivation have never been
G. CORN, JR.
duplicated by commercial
growers. The only way to enjoy eating these delicious
"Things don't turn up in delay might cost his heart
fungi is to find them growing this world until somebody' ace, East played the ace and
turns them up." — James another heart. Declarer's
wild.
king won, trumps were
Spring and early summer, Garfield.
drawn
and declarer's diadepending upon the latitude,
One look at dummy told
are the best times to hunt for East that his future lay with mond king took care of
dummy's last heart. Eventumorels. They grow on rich, a shift to today's heart suit. ally, East won his club
king
slightly sandy soil where Unfortunately, that conclu- but declarer had his ten
The
enough.
was
not
sion
there is decayed vegetation
involved a tricks without drawing a
on which they can feed. problemof also
which
heart East deep breath.
choice
Did East give the defense
Although upland, forested should play.
every
it deserved? Not
areas do produce morels,
North used a Jacoby really.shot
It was true that his
mercury outboards' outdoor transfer bid to ask the no
future lay with the heart
recreation department sug- trump opener to bid spades suit but why play the heart
gests the best sites for morel and followed up quickly to ace to remove any guess?
bid the spade game.
growth are in river bottoms.
West led a diamond to Looking at both the club
A morel is easy to identify. dummy's queen and East's king and the diamond jack,
It has a pine cone shaped ace and it was time to find a East could see that declarer
cap, with vertical ridges and heart shift. Afraid that a could manage only one
heart discard at best. Therefore, it couldn't hurt but
might gain by leading a low
heart at trick two.
The low heart makes life
tough for the struggling
declarer. Should he fly with
his king or should he finesse
against a possible queen
with East? A pure guessing
game at this point and
NORTH
5-30-A

THE ACES®IRA

t
4/0+44 ,1
04 44 4i
OM 01144
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*A107654
•1087
•Q
•A 102
WEST
•8
Q52
*109 7 6 53
•9 8 6

EAST
•9 2
•A 9 6 3
41 A J 8 2
4K54'

•¢' SOUTH
•KQJ 3
•K J 4
*K 4
4Q J 73

41

West
Pass
Pass

North
2/1
4*

East
Pass
All
pass

Opening lead: Diamond ten

Fishing has ken slew the last
w s
Masao Themes, Murray, stl I news
where to flood them. Thursday, May 21, Thomas caught these 60 crappie while
fishing en Dudack,Lake.
Photo Cosmos, Morney Batt Co.

declarer rates to guess
wrong at least 50 percent of
the time. If he finesses,
West wins the heart queen
and East the ace and the
defenders take four tricks
instead of only three.
Bid with Corn
South holds:

North

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
On Beau m:41

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8, Service

J.C. Pontoons

Hw.641 South

EVIRRLIDE

2 Buchanan Tenn (9011232-8221

****************************
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage- ,1
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

ANSWER: One heart.
Strong enough for a jump to
three diamonds. However,
one should rarely bypass a
major suit in favor of raising a minor.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P.O. Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope

IN•••••••111•11•••••••••••••111••••••••••••••
•

.
1 Hooks Wheel
Alignment
410 N.4th
7531364-753-6779

(502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 '
Hardin
10 •
••••••■•••••••••••••
****************************
Allt: VC<

FOOD
GIANT
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

.411TK ..4103 NSW Xile

•
a
•
•
•

a•
-•••
•

ra•

Murray Bail

0.

Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

Open 7 bays A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

•
•
•

Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires :
:
1
Road and Field Service :

Rt. 1

Storey's

South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

SALES &
SERVICE

5-30-B

•92
V A 96 3
4A J 82
•K 5 4

Enjoy The
Adventure Of
Underwater Diving
Basic Scuba Class
To Be Offered

•

R R

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
Smith
1 NT
20

David Futrell, sea if Mr.. Mrs. lee Put F. , Murray, shows a string of catfish he caught in a pond. Futrell's largest fish west three pounds.

the unit with him in auto.
airplane or other mode of
11
transportation, and use it.
virtually any size or ‘1k. o1
water craft.
The gimbal permanent ,
mount unit is the LFG-160. Ii
gives the ,angler frqedoin
install a transducer 01 lik •
choice with the unit, on
favorite boat, ready to use at
a moment's notice. Yet the
unit can be moved for safekeeping from the gimbal
bracket with just the twist of
two sturdy knobs.
Both units are chock full of
features which make
Lowrance, the pioneer of
sport fishing sonar equipment,the leader in the field.
With dual scales of fl to-Bn-feet and 60 to 120 feet, the
160's have 200 watts of power
— up to 10 times the power of
similar competitive models:
precise electronic tuning for
interference—free performance; easy day and night
reading features, with glarefree dial and back-lighted
face plate, and the ability to
show an accurate bottom
signal from the slowest trolling speeds up to 65 miles per
hour and more.
Best of all, the 160's are
simple to operate. It takes
only a flick of the wrist to.
turn the unit on, adjust the
sensitivity (depending on
water depth and desires of
the angler), and you're in
business.. ,
Ask for them by the
numbers, according to your
preference—, the LFG-160
permanent mount, or LFP160 portable — at your
favorite sporting goods or
marine dealer.
If you'd like more information,contact Lowrance Electronics, Inc., 12000 E. Skelly
Drive,Tulsa,OK.74128.

!Hwy. 94 East
I Murray, Ky. 42071
/1111110MJAIW ACK .4111P.

Phone
502-7r3-5693
AM. 401K)01111X.411k AO> 411

for reply.

Beginning June 2 and
Ending June 20

rem

*lc****lc******
Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
FuNy Insured For Your Protection
4
Vinestiluality Workmanship _
Buy Direct ersirn Your

Meetings: Tues.& Thus. Nights

Cost376.00

Local Contractor

Call
Ross Meloan 753-0387
or
Bob Jones 753-2508
Both Members of Professional
Association of Diving Instructors

* * *******

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

*Cover All Nindqrs
*Cowin Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
*Complete Rernockiling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
*Roofing
*Storm Windows b Doors.

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
RI. 5 Box 2059 Murray, Ky.

4../OhnSOn i
- -ouresoataos -

.
.
i Darnell Marine Sales *44,
•

Murray, Ky. 42071
:Route 3 Box 80
*
Highway 94 East
*
*
OWNER: Gary Darnell
*
*

*
*
*

*
* t

*
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
*
*
*
****************************
•

l'
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2. Notice

2:Nitice

2. Netice

2. Notice

Wedding
1Y.jAK

Permanent
Position
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2.30
m.

CA FISH
Live Or Dressed
(Coll oheod for dressed
New ship
orders)
Klom Pole
men t
holders

MURRAY
BAIT
CO.
753-5643

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

UBLIC
OTICE

Photography
I

TIRE
SALE!
3S00Goodyeoi

Female WolkerSoon Hound
on May 22 Answers to
name of Kate Reword of
fered Call 437-4442 or
437-4850

Polyester Cord

40"Goodyear.

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
Special

rates!!

We

also

have special deals
for

lot

renters!

Come live with us!
753-3280.

OM

Oa
COMO
121
"
"MUM CUM
CUM

UMW

UM =MUM
MUD CIOUU
WON
NM OVUM
UOCEI MOUE
OU
UULI
CUOUCUU
MUM
ULM
LIUMMUU
UULIOU
UM

ODOM

Ela

Up

MUM

CC

scene
38 Pertaining to
old age
40 Sediment
12 Prohibit
44 Jacob's
brother
45 Pulverize
46 Cloth

measure
47 Hawaiian
wreath
48 Nahoor
sheep
49 Male turkey
50 Pronoun
53 Negative
prefix

WWII MANION MUM
MEM UMMEM MOM
MMEWIIM UWE=
WI= WEN=
WM WERWW
WIMM MEOW WM=
WM WEINIMMO
WINO WM= WI=
6111.1161 ME WM=
WIIIMWO
WWIIMME WEEMMW
WOE WNW= OMM
WON WOW= di=

HEY, EUDORA HAVE LiOU
CECIDED ANYTHING YET
ABOUT SUMMER CAMP?
Ammat

Lost Billfold, after commencement at Calloway.
Need drivers license and
Social Security card. Call
Harold L. Pittman, 4928811 or 492-8788 after 4
pm,

45"Goodyear
Viva Radial
P195-15 Whitewall

6. Help Wanted
BE A WINNER! Beat inflation! Work your own hours
demonstrating Merri-Mac
toys, gifts, and home decor
items. We need party plan
demonstrators in this area.
High commission. No investment, no delivering, no
collecting. Call toll free
now! 1-800-553-9077, or
write: Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson Street, Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
MAKE EXTRA MONEY
during your spare time!
Show our new line of
calendars, pens and advertising gifts to local firms.
Prompt, friendly service
from 72 year old, AAA-1
Company. Weekly commissions. No investment or
collections. Be your own
boss. Full time potential..
No - experience necessary.
-Write Frank Buckley.
NEWTON MFG. CO., Dept.
1951, Newton, Iowa 50208.
Men and boys with cars
needed for light delivery for
radio station promotion.
Temporary work, day or
evening hours. Excellent
earning plus gas allowance.
Apply in person, Monday
1-5. Tuesday 10-6, Dixieland Shopping Center,
Suite 4.
Need a job? Qualifications.
16-21 years age, no hight
school diploma or GED,
unemployed, school drop
out for at least 9 months.
Call Dan Walker. Job
Coordinator, Nikki Blanchard, Counsler. 753-9378
or 753-3031 Calloway
County YET P Program.

40"•Mobil
Types. Al Prices Include
Fed. Tax sad Installation

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
D°' UMUM

Steel Rod Whitewall
BR78-1 3 Cus.
Polysteel

Glass -Belted
White
H78-14 Premier
Many Other Sizes mod

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DOWN
ACROSS
1,Goal
1 Greek letter
2 Stalemate
4 Detested
3 Kind of nut
9 Pronoun
4 Workman
12 Nothing
13 Positive pole 5 Conjunction
6 Preposition
14 Beverage
7 Paradise
15 Require
8 Put oft
17 Physical
9 Tempestuous
extertion
10 Pronoun
19 Ancient
11 Dine
20 Scoff
21 Underground 16 Beverage
18 Doubts
excavation
23 Pianissimo: 20 Orator
21 Parsonage
abbr
22 Bury
24 Inclined
23 Small dogs
roadways
27 Conjunction 25 Sits tor
portrait
28 Fat around
26 Ermine
kidneys
28 Compass pt.
30 Hindu
29 Decorate
peasant
31 Niton symbol 32 Fear
33 Thoron
32 Leaves
symbol
34 Conjunction
36 Come on the
35 Scorch
37 Cheat slang
38 Ocean
39 Transgressed
41 Printer's
measure
42 Choicest
43 More unusual
45 Male
46 Omits from
pronounication
48 Soundness of
mind
51 Bulgarian
money
52 Profits
54 Game at
cards
55 Falsehood
56 Soft silk
fabric
57 Large bird

753 8296

LOST
IN
PALESTINE
CHURCH ARIA

D78-14 Cruiser

welcome!

Studio

5.idttliToiffd--

Save Up Ts SO'.

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy 759-4600

News, Society and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display, Classified
Circulation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

Carter
304 Mom

WELL I PONT(JANA 60
WHERE THEY SING SONGS
AROUND A CAMPFIRE ...
THAT ALLIMS MAKES ME
FEEL SAP AND LONELY...

Economy
Tire &
Service
753-8500
203 Main St.
model
Flo1r
MAGNAVOX home
stereo unit
$39.95
GOLD 3,
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.ni. to p.m.
753-7113

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plato
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

AMP I HATE PIN6 PON6,
AND ARTS AND CRAFT5,
AND HIKING AND
GROUP DISCUSSIONS...

THAT'S
IT!!

6. Help Wanted

15.-Arlic1es For SaTe

Sales Person. Do you have
the confidence and energy
to work on a commission
basis? If your have the
interest you can choose
your opporturtity. Action
Personnel, 753-6532.
Several ladies needed to
take orders over phone for
radio station promotion.
Temporary work, day or
evening shifts. Salary plus
bonus. Apply in person,
Monday 1-5 Of Tuesday
10AM-6PM, Dixieland
Shopping Center, Suite 4.
WANTED: Person to supervise 7 and 14 year old for
summer and do house
work. Mon.-Fri., 9:30-400
PM. Must have own
transportation and references required. Call
759-1049.

Deluxe 2 horse trailer,
brakes, heavy axle, padded,
spare wheel, '77, $1400
Call 753-6870
Potting soil 40 lbs; top soil
40 tbs; peat humus 40 Os;
cow manure 40 lbs; lawn
lime 50 lbs; all $1.99. Plar
sand 55 lbs, $2.89; Marble
chips 50 lbs, $2.49;
Sphagnum peat 4 Cu. ft
bale, $8.19; Quikrete concrete mix 60 lbs, $3.21.
Coast to Coast Hardware.

LEGAL
SECRETARY
Permanent, full time.
Requires 4 years of
secretarial experience
two of which are with
a law firm engaged in
the general practice
of law. Must possess
typing,
excellent
shorthand, and office
practice skills. Must
possess the ability to
work with legal terms
and documents, and
have experience in
drafting such legal
documents as required
in the general practice
of law. Familiarity and
experience with legal
highly
research
desirable. Must be
willing to work overtime hours when
required. Apply at
Personnel Services,
2nd floor Sparks Hall
Murray State University.

16. Home
Furnishings
11'x12' Sculptured design
, beige carpet, been used but
still good Call 753-3170
Electric cabinet clock,
approximately 5'1 ft. tall,
best offer. Also want to buy
maternity clothes, sizes 5-7
Call 489-2683.
For sale: 2 gas ranges, one
Tappan. Call 759-1186.
For sale: Electric stove; self
defrosting refrigerator; G.E.
washer and dryer. Moving,
must sell! Call 436-2222.

9 ituabon Wanted
do
Certified teacher
babysitting in my home.
Call 753-3601.
Singer/Guitarist can play
for weddings, receptions, or
other functions. Have
references. Call Chuck's
Music, 753-3682, ask for
Monte Fisher.
Teenage girls want part
time babysitting job this
summer. 753-8251.
Will do babysitting, seven
days a week. Call 753-0147.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like to stay with sick
or elderly person, 5 days a
week, $500 per month.
Phone 1-527-9073.
Would like job house
cleaning, have references.
Call 759-1255.

12. Insurance
•116, Jnoiso

•••••• Syndica

MFA INSURANCE CO.

5•-30

JIM FAIN
YES, BUT ITS
NEVER ANY
'? FUN GOING
WITH HER

SO YOU'RE
GOING ON
A PICNIC
WITH
IRMA

SHE'S ALWAYS SUCH
A PESSIMIST

AGENT
614 So. 4th St.
Foltarroy. Ny.42071
Bus.(5021753-0432
M0217514376
LIFE, HEALTH,HOME
CAR

13. For Sale
Or Trade _

Ai

1966 Dodge van, excellent
condition, trade for street
bike or $950. Call 7594845.
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for sm,all salaryand acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.
Two bedroom trailer and lot
to sell or wap for vacant
land or lots of equal value
Phone 759-1789

N•Ymw •
MAY SO

WI-IEN

NO, I JUST
-iAvE YOU
1-IAVE i•IICCUP.5
BEEN
,
DRiNKING2

•

1.111 4 ,%11 .4

Nra,

- 30

r

li

4
THIS OLD . 1

ALBUM Is
INTERESTING

I WAS JUST LOOK ING
AT THESE PICTURGS
OF US TAKEN
YEAR'S AGO

DMSO

'TEN TO ONE 1
SHE'S GOING
SWOPPING AT
TU DEAU RY
DEPARTMENT
STORE "TODAY

-4Y NOT JUST LOOK IN
(J)
THE MI RROR?•1011RE

STILL AS NANO- I
EVER
5°MEAS

c.,

15. Articles For Sale

i
!
Ti
Abu
ttivrec

•4s, 4*

Highest purity solvent. Pint $14.95 plus
$3.00 shipping. SSI
Labs, Box 992-U,
Land
O'Lakes,
Florida 33539.

19. Farm
Equipment
1969 International Trans
Star with 318 Detroit,
13-speed, 38' Hobbs flat
bed trailer. Both in good
condition, $8500. Call
502-235-5578.
1972, 770 Case tractor,
1700 hours, 8-speed, excellent condition, $6.000. Call
1-235-5578.
1977 M-2KS Gleaner combine; 6-row corn; 15' Grain;
AC 600 no till drill; AC
cultivator; Rowterra-Lely
with bridge hitch; 18ki ft.
Kewanee disc; 13' chisel
plow; 1975 7040 Allis
Chalmers tractor; 1974
Ford flat 2-ton truck; 1973
Ford F-600; 1963 Ford
2-ton truck; 165 bushel
gravity wagon; 1970 Dodge
lime truck; 400 gallon Lely
saddle tank; 1500 gallon
tank. Call 489-2348 or
489-2666 or 437-4845.
1977 Massey Ferguson
diesel tractor, 280 hours
with 3 pieces of equipment. 489-2110.
300 and 500 Massey
Ferguson combine. Call
435-4593 or 489-2570.
600 Case combine, good,
condition, 1-4 row John
Deere planter. Call 4362269 aftdi 6 pm.
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades.
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company. 7534892.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Red belly Ford tractor with
cycle mower. Phone 7532493 or after 5 pm,
759-11 7
There nothing better than
Ad S hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-492.
For sale: Tobacco barn off
enny
P
Road in Spring 'Creek
Church community. Call
753-0302.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of sectrity, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store. 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5 (502)885-5914.
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UNCLE wALKER',9* THEwRE
BAD!THEY MEAN IT! VVHATILL
DO
STAY HERE

GONE.. yo
FAST.. WHERE
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NOTICE
DELINQUENT TAXES
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IN NOVEMBER, 1980, THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL VOTED TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH THE
MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU FOR COLLECTION OF
DELINQUENT PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES. THESE
BILLS MAY INCLUDE ASSESTMENTS ON VEHICLES,
BOATS, MERCHANDISE INVENTORY, ETC. UNPAID
BILLS IN THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK FOR THE
YEARS 1975 THROUGH 1979 HAVE BEEN TURNED
OVER TO THE BUREAU FOR COLLECTION. IF YOU
SHOULD RECEIVE A NOTICE OF UNPAID TAXES,
THE INFORMATION WAS TAKEN FROM AN UNPAID
BILL AND ALL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT
THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

22. Musical

28. Mob. Home Rents
One 2 beoroom trailer for
rent. Located on Ledbetter
Church Road. 1-354-6144
after 5.
Two bedroom, all electric,
mobile home, tor mitts
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Very nice 2 bedroom
furnished trailer, $150
month. $50 deposit. Call
753-8080 or 753-9036
after 5 pm.

GUITAR
HARMONICA
STRINGS
25% OFFII

CLAYTON'S
7,53.1575
For sale Hammond organ
and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.

29. Heating-Cooling

GUITAR
UMW
Immediate openings
for
25 STUDENTS

CLAYTON'S
7S3-7S7S.

24. Miscellaneous
8 Hp electric 26" cut riding
mower. Asking $100. 4354150.
Case riding lawn mower, 8
hp, electric start. After 5
pm, call 489-2570.
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
Console stereo Call 4354424 or 492-8598
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt.6. Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Slabs for sale. Call 1-5228342.
Tube frame dune buggy,
1970 VW running gear,
1300 cc engine, on or off
road, licensed and lights.
$1095. 753-8251.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.
Wedding gown and veil, size
7, was $400 new. Excellent
condition, best offer. 7530450. extension 286, days
or 759-4467 evenings.

25. Business
Services
Bookkeeping Services. over
20 years experience, references. Call 753-8779
after 5 pm.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
10x50, 1963, Good investment. $1850. 759-1987
12x60 Homette with 4x10
tip-out, including refrigerator, washer and dryer, 2
smoke detectors, new
carpet, new steps and
porch, 100 amp pole.
Economical gas heat and
central air-conditioning.
$5500. Call 759-1829 after
5 pm.
12x60 Mobile home. 2
bedrooms, 1 eath. central
heat and air. 753-7192.
1971 Kingswood, 12x65. 2
bedroom, 1 17 baths, fully
furnished, price $4500
Call 753-3163 or 436-2877
Town House. 12x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedrooms. 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal,
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper
Other extras included. Priced to selll Call 753-8295

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
12x60 Mobile home and
lot, furnished, will accept
$1200 down. $138 monthly
or $9000 cash. Garage, on
city water. shade trees.
large lot Call 436-5830

IIPMLIN.,•
•.•
•%.

•""

Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric, Call 753-9104.
Air-conditioner, 3-ton, central with electric heating
unit, excellent for mobile
home and duplex. $300 or
best offer. 753-1-8-18.
For sale: Used airconditioner. 753-3648.

30. Business Rental

I

MInI
Wareimose
Storage Space
Fir Root
475
753-11

I
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.
FOR RENT
Point Cieanup Shop with
gas heat in back of
Dixieland Shopping Center
Coll 753 3018

31. Want To Rent
Want to rent three bedroom
house, in or near Murray.
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Apartments for rent at
Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 pm.
Apartment, furnished, for
male students. Call 7534684.
Available now, country living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
bedroom
2
- Nice
townhouses .with private
deck and central heat and
air. kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.
Duplex apartment, one
bedroom. unfurnished or
partially furnished, just
redecorated. $145. Prefer
single person or married
couple, references requested. Call 753-2234 for
and
information
appointment.
For lease or rent 2
Lakefront apartments with
access to private boat
ramp. One bedroom apartment furnished. 2 bedroom
apartment unfurnished.
Both with complete kitchen
appliances. Panorama
Shores. Deposit and references required. 436
2484 between 9 and 6
For rent: 2 bedroom
apartment, close to town
and university, stove and
refrigerator furnished, $125
per month. No children or
pets; couple preferred. Call
436-2625 or 474-2226.
For rent: 2 bedroom house,
furnished, and 2 bedroom
trailer, furnished. Call
753-1778.
For rent: Extra nice
furnished apartment. half
block from University. Call
753-2967.
For rent: Small furnished
apartment. married couples
only, no pets. See at 407
South 8th St.

WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Also household, lawn, indoors
.
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
-the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8 Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.
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32.
- Apts. For Rent

34. Houses For Rent 41. Public Sale

Bedroom and kitchen
furnished, including all
utilhes, 2 blocks from
campus, available now!
753-3984.

For rent: Small, neat
country home, stove furnished, $150 month, near
Aurora. 437-4569 or 4374462.
Furnished house for college
girls, near University. Call
753-4974.
Modern 3 dedroom house
in country. Deposit required. Call 435-4335.

Three party yard sale,
Saturday 9-4. Lots of large
leans and large clothes.
baby items and many
miscellaneous items. Out
94 East 4 miles, driveway
before
Paul
Welch
Concrete.
Yard sale, 308 A South
10th St Saturday Lots of
items

Newly decorated 2 bedroom, 1 12 bath, carpeted.
stove and refrigerator.
fireplace, air-conditioned.
all this plus located in
Panorama Shores. Now
available. Call 436-2755.
Nice 2 bedroom house on
North 16th. Stove and
refrigerator furnished. $175
per month. Call 753-6855
after 6 pm.

43. Real Estate

• Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 1537559 or 753-7550.
One and 3 bedroom furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 753-3134.
FOR RENT
1 beeeem %Maid
apartment, 1707
Olive. Call 753-0176
anythae.

One bedroom furnished
apartment,
couple
preferred, no pets, partial
utilties
Call
paid.
753-9741.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment, girls preferred,
no pets, partial utilities
paid. Call 753-9741.
Out of state owner will
share 3 bedroom duplex,
11
/
2 bath at 404 S 6th. For
quiet family or working
lady. $180 deposit, $180
rent. See Friday evening,
Saturday, and Sunday.
Small furnished apartment.
Inquire 100 South 13th St.
Two bedroom apartment, 2
blocks from hospital on
South 8th. Completely
redecorated, adults only, no
pets, tease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208
after 4 pm.
Two bedroom duplex with
carport at 1405 Stadium
View Drive. Deposit required. Call 753-1799 after
5:30 PM.
Two bedroom, two bath
apartment. Near university.
753-3949.
Two bedroom apartment,
close to hospital, no pets,
deposit required. Call
753-7809.
Two bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, central
heat and air. Call 753-8146
or 753-2437.
FOR RENT
Nice fernished apts.,
for college girls. Also
small 3 bedroom
home and 4 bedroom
hone for college boys
or girls. Phone 7535165 days 753-5108
after 5:30 and on
5--

33. Rooms for Rent

43. Real Estate

REDUCED
PRICE!
Owner says he must
sell NOW! An immaculate 2 bedroom
home on 8 nice, level
acres. Priced in the
$30's.

Recently remodeled 2
bedroom house, gas heat,
couple only, no dogs
759-4401

•

L

REAl ESTATE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Three bedroom house,
BUSINESS
Lakeway Shores, $250
OPPORTUNITIES
month plus deposit. Call
Three houses, total
753-9259.
price, $.15,000; FranThree bedroom brick house
chise business for
at 516 South 13th St. See
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
or call Aubrey Adams, 801
dress
shop for sole,
Story, 753-6388.
$8,000.
Three bedroom house, close
Throatto lake, $150 month, $100
deposit. Call 436-2658.
Waldrop
Very nice 3 bedroom,
Real Estato
bath, unfurnished house,
Owls Jeff Cutter 759-1707
located in Westwood. $275
per month. Call Boyd NEW LISTING, EXCEPMajors, 753-8080 or atter 5 TIONAL VALUE. Handy locapm, 753-9036.
tion for this well priced
brick home in the $30's.
Three
bedroom home on
FOR RENT
large, deep lot with outside
2 bedroom white
storage. Well insulated and
frame house. $135
the heat bills show it! Bring
per month plus $135
the kids with you today and
deposit. Call 753ask for Wendy at Spann
322 between 5 p.m.
Realty Associates. 75310 p.m.
7724.

37. Livestock Supplies
Saddles, English &
Western Sales Repairs - Custom
Work - Tents and Boat
Covers mode.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.
116 S. 6th Mayfield
1-247-3934

REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome.
AAA-T Stallon standing at
stud, grandson of let Deck.
Horses for sale at all times!
Call 1-527-1096.

Boys room for rent, one
block from University. Call 38. Pets-Supplies
753-1812 or 753-6933.
AKC Boxer puppies, chamFurnished room for men pion bloodlines, flashy,
students, half block from fawn, and brindle. Also
campus, 1626 Hamilton. Boxer at stud. 753-0347.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking. AKC Cocker Spaniel pups,
$100 per summer term. blonde and buff. Call
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479. 753-2915
registered Great Dane
34. Houses For Rent AKC
puppies, reasonably priced.
For rent: 3 bedroom house, Call 436-2950.
gas heat, nice yard, good
neighborhood, $225 per Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
month. 753-8895.
sport all ages can enjoy.
For rent: 4 room house with Discover the thrill of knowwater. Two children, no ing how your dog really
pets. $75 deposit, $125 per communicates. 436-2858.
month. 492-8360 after 5
Registered Border Collie
pm.
puppies for sale. Call
For rent: Completely fur- 1-527-1096.
nished 2 bedroom house,
air-conditioned and car- 41. Public Sale
peted, approximately 2 Yard sale! Antiques, dishes,
miles on 94 East, $210 clothes, furniture, and
month. For information pictures.
Saturday
write C/0 P.O. Box 623, 7AM-7PM, Sunday
Vicennes, IND or 812-882- 12PM-7PM. 1517 Johnson
8681.
Blvd.

It's Here At Last
Solar Film Window Tint
Reflects Up to 78%
of the sun's rays

DECORATIVE,
ENERGY
SAVING
VI

CLASSIFIEDS FOR MORENEARREES

For Commercial or
• Residential Properties
For Information and FreEstimates Call
753-2600

A brand new house is
this three bedroom
brick in Lynnwood
Estates. Country living with all the city
advantages! Electric
heat pump; range;
dishwasher; carpet.
Priced to sell at only
$50,800.00. Roberts
Realty

I

VACATION HEAVEN. Want
to go on a permanent vacation? Living in this rustic
home located 1/4 mile
from the lake could let you
do just that! Low heat bills
in winter and beautiful
scenery year round are just
part of it's charm. You can
own this private haven for
only $18,800. House has 1
bedroom, living room, kitchen, bath, and great room.
Take a look at this one. Call
Spann. Realty Associates,
753-7724.

1

SEEING IS
BELIEVING
Loving care and good
taste are obvious in
this outstanding,
newly remodeled
home.
Home
features
three
bedrooms, 1't baths,
living room with
fireplace, glassed-in
sun porch, modern
kitchen
and
economical central
gas heat. Priced in
the mid $40's. Newly
listed through Kopperud Realty, 75
1222.
OLDER HOME
Located on Olive
Street near the
university, presently
has 3-4 rental units.
Property has good
potential for future
earning power with
the widening of 12th
Street and conversion to commercial
property. Phone 7531222 Kopperud Real
ty for all your rea
estate needs.

Do you have a taste for the
beautiful, but a practical
nature too? This house is
meant for you then! Almost
new it has 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, with large kitchen
and dining area and
features a spacious great
room with beautiful
fireplace. The fenced backyard and patio are ideal for
the small ones. See this one
today, it's truely a blend of
the beautiful and practical.
Call Spann Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Purim & kuraman
I
Insurance &
Real Estate
SeutlisIde(*art Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Plenty of 'Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large. back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
coiling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.

FOR RENT

Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
Nome on large shaded
lot with garden space.
$150 per month and
security deposit.
Ron Talent
Realty
753-9894
Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocketbook when you inspect this
home we have located just
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet
street
in
nice
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Near high school;
nice 4 BR, 2 bath
home w/central gas
heat & central air,
carpet, patio, 2 car
carport. Really nice.
Super location!
Business lot 175 x 189
on -N.-I2th Sted
Br. Call for details.

131
Myrrey-Calleway
Celerity Realty
(502)753-0146
30410 12thSt,
Itkorroy, Ky. 42071
• OAT A R•eyYs

MARCH RIGHT IN
Just the right size
and priced to sell.
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home is well located
on a quiet street near
Murray High School.
There is a large living room and den
with fireplace. Also a
large wooden deck
and a fenced-in
backyard just right
for summer sun and
fun. Offered at
$58,500 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
NEW LISTING
There is plenty of
room for a large
family in this new 4
bedroom, 2'
,
2 bath
home. It is located in
a iiuiet country setting _ only minutes
from town and dose
to the Oaks Country
Club. There are 2
heat • pumps for
economical heating
and cooling. Offered
in the $70's through
Kopperud Realty.
We are members of
Mulitple Listing Service.
mow

46. Homes For Sale

43. Real Estate
BRICK
SCHOOL
BUILDING - No. 114 -5
ACRES. Building offers
21,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
Includes large gymnasium
with high ceiling, huge
water auPPIY. heavy 3-phase
electricity, new steam
beating system. Plenty of
parking. Could be used for
manufacturing,
apartments, nursing home,
warehouse or gasohol plant.
On hard-surfaced road, 6
miles to lake. Put your imagination to work here.
600,000 buys. Possible terms
or lease.

Strout Realty
KENNON, Broker
1912 Col.:heeler Rd
kentokik 4201

101.1.

Mtirray

Don't rent, buy you a
mobile home lot. Owner
financing at 6%, payments
as low as $26.00 per month. Call 474-8025 or 7538914 or 759-1715

n ro%
tis

With The Frifinai,

OWNER LEFF
STATE
Close in - 3 B.R.
newly
home,
decorated
and
carpeted, electric
heat, (over 1700 sq.
ft. of living area ),
situated op a 2 acre
wooded lot, large living room, country
kitchen, convenient
shopping
to
restaurants, Fisher
Price. In 30's.
EXCELLENT
VALUE
1803 Westwood Reduced for a quick
owner
sale,
transferred out of
state, this 3 B.R., 1 1 2
bath, B.V. with central electric heat and
wall-to-wall
air,
carpeting, kitchenfamily room comb,
dishwasher, range,
exhaust fan, in county but has city
sewerage and water.
Outside storage
room,carport, paved
drive, chain-link
fenced backyard.
ONLY 43,500.00.

713-8080

New Concord hill top. 5
bedroom house, well insulated.
5
storage
buildings, 533.000 Call
436-2368.
Nice house for retirement
or that young couples first
- home! New carpet, remodeled kitchen and bath
Garden space and fenced
yard. Call 753-3903.
Two bedroom townhome.
Heatpump,
$40,000.
washer, dryer, stove. refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal. 759-1074. 753-2649.
753-5791.

47. Motorcycles

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Prioftisiiirial Stir\

For sale on South 11th
Street 3 bedroom frame
house, hardwood flows,
electric heat, quiet
neighborhood. short walk to
shopping centers. Owner
can finance first year
$28.900. Phone 753-7508

1976 Honda 750 with wind
jammer, $1450. Dark fired
tobacco plants for sale or
trade. Can 437-4331
1977 Honda 750-4, $1600
Call 753-6855 after 6 pm
450 Honda. good condition
Call 489-2670

48. Auto. Services

SILVER
Lz,•ANNIVERSARY
Wog SELLABR
off base price
EVERY VW in
including
stock
and
diesels
during
Audi's
month of May.
CARROLL VW

5%

800 Chestnut
753-8850

1969 Dodge Dart. airconditioned, automatic.
price $350 or negotiable.
753-3781.
1970 Oldsmobile, 4-door,
air-conditioned,
back
speakers for radio. Call
759-4620.
1971 Caprice 400, air.
power, tape player. $500 or
best offer. Phone
753-7358.
1971 Cougar. one owner.
Loaded, must see to
appreciate. Call 753-8448
after 4-30.
1977 Oldsmobile Starfire, 1 owner, local

46. Homes For Sale
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.

50-.Arsid-Trucks
1941 Willis jeep, 4-wheel
drive 4 cylinder, lock-out
hubs. restored Call 7532632 or 753-7400
1970 GMC pickup very
good condition will accept
best offer Must sell'
753-9413 afler 5 pm
1974 Chevrolet Luv $1750
1971 Ford van $550 1968
GMC 6 cylinder. $585 Call
489-2595
1978 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, loaded, new tires.
sharp. clean. Call Paris
(901)642-7043 after 5 pm

51. Campers

Cif.

PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315
1974 LTD Ford, yellow
black top, new tires.
perfect shape $1100 firm
Call 753-:3.3L5

Cozy bungalow within
1976 Ford Granada, autowalking distance of M.S.0
Two-bedrooms. living room, matic, air, power steering.
bath and kitchen with AM-FM, vinyl top, $2250
adjoining fully paneled will trade. Call 489-2595.
family room downstairs and FIAT X1/9. Targa top conprivate master bedroom vertible,--extra, extra sharp,
and work area upstairs. 42,000-miles. new custom
Kitchen has plenty of velour-leather interior. new
hardwood -veneered
Michilen radials. Needs
cabinets, built-in range. minor valve work Must.sell
and garbage disposal_ OR TRADE this week!
Carpeting and economical $2500- or good offer. Phone
gas heat. Large backyard
759-4051 or 753-9164, ask
with plenty of trees, small for Steve
garden space, and metal
utaity shed. $36,000. For sale 1972 Ford car.
been wrecked, motor and
Please call 753-8955.
_transmission . good._$2.011._
Duple*
-b40t4 Ligktig:-----• P1TOrie1741856ity, $45,000. One apartment, $22,500. Stove,
WANTED:
refrigerator, air-conditioner.
753-5791, 759-1074, 753WI bey good Used
2649.
Cars any make or
model.
Loghouse with woodstove,
greenhouse, 1 acre, outMATCHER
building, 11
/
2 ..bath, 1900
AUTO SALES
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
515 5. 12th
drive to Murray. $26,000.
753-4961
436-5859.

1

K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bot
Kemp Jr 435-4319
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
Commercial and resiclen
WI Also patching, sealing
and striping For estimates
call 753-1537
MOBILE HOME REPAIR Installing tie downs underpinning, roofing installing
doors and windows We also
build porches and patios
Call 753-6973
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning roofs sealed
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes 753-1873, Jack
Glover
REPAIR

IDLEWILD CAMPER - Cabover sleeper for El Camino
or RAnchero trucks All
fiberglass unit Sleeps 4
Equipped with all accessories such
as
refrigerator, range. fur
nance Like new. Would sell
El Camino with unit if
desired 753-7745

16' Glasspar with 75
Mercury. $800 or trade for
pickup or auto paint lob
436-5859.
1972 Fiberglas bass boat
1972 140 hp Me,curii
motor For more information call 901-247-5677
after 5 pm
Hunter 25' 1979. inboard
diesel. 4 sails, fully
equipped 1-442-7810 Of
after 6 pm. 1-442-4123

53. Services Offered

44. Lots For Sale

Muria y's Newest
Exclusive Subdivision
Woodgate Estates
Paved streets, curbs
and gutters, city water
and sewer, R-1 restrictions. Locoted on Johnny Robertson Rood
Financing available.
Creek wood
Developers Inc.
753-4091

1979 Trees-Are, Mock see
geld special einem, T•top,
all factory options, srcohost umbel's. lost
19,000 miles. $6750. Cell
Check, 435-4561.

For sale Four 10x15
Goodrich all terrain tires, 5I.-Boats and
mounted on 10x15 white
Boat Motors
spoke wheels. Fits a 5 lug
Dodge. Phone 436-2995. 14 foot bass boat with 50
. Evinrude _motor and
6-8 PM only. $350 firm!
trolling motor Call 759Four 15 inch Chevrolet 1233
Rally wheels with tires.
$125: 1951 Ford. all ImmiEllommo~'
original, V8 with overdrive
Starcraft
16'
$850. Call 753-2670 after 4
Runabout with 85
Pm.
h.p. motor on tilt
Import Auto Salvage.
Dilly trailer. Boat
Motors. transmissions.
has canvas top,
Honda, Opal, Chevy Luv,
bow
& stern
Toyota Fiat. Datsuns. Call
covers with clear
474-2325
side curtains. Call
49:UCars
753-0588 after
6:00 p.m.

I

Lake lot for sale in Anderson Shores, owner will
finance 6% interest, good
building or mobile home
site. Payments $50 per
month. Call 474-8025 or
753-8914 or 759-1715.

53. Services Offered 53. Sennc
e-Os fieied
-

49. Used Cars

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for br-ick
houses lack Glover, 753.
1873.
COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers.
chain saws, expertly
repaired
Pickup and
delivery available 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM

SERVICE.
refrigerator - air
conditioner
appliances,
icemakers. well pumps. Call
John Pritchard 435-4284
Electrical-

ROOFING
Illollt-Up A ShInglos
Roforoncos
All
work
yvaroull••4
Fr••
tistInseiss.
Call 751-1551 or
75345111

All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing. and concrete All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822
Appliance Service- Kenmore,
Whirlpool,
Westinghouse Experienced.
independent service. Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
Bob s Home Improvement
Service Remodeling, painting cement work general
home maintenenace and inspections Free estimates
753-4501.
Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements
driveways storm cellars
porches 20 years exoerience 753-5476
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free - estimate for your
needs
For sale 14' Fiberglass bass
boat with trolling motor.
live well and 50 hp
Evinrude motor Phone
759-1233,
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and

Heating, refrigeration. and
electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration
Service.
Hazel. KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
If you are having a problem
getting those small jobs or
repairs around the house oi
mobile home done reasona
bly in these hard times. call
us' Carpentry. painting
plumbing. and small con
crete jobs Free estimates.
436-2562
•11.

Expert car and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865
Interior and Exterior Paint
ing 12 years experience
Call 435-4364 or 435 4477
or 436-2166
Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203
Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more Call BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top. sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.'
Sanitation Service to all of
Cal.lotay County Weekly
pickup service,, reasonable
monthly rates
Special
Senior Citizens rate Call 1
& D Sanitation Service
436-2562 after 5 pm
Aluminum Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.
Spraying

mowing and
Call T & D LANDSCAPING, 436-2333
Weningl Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work New or repair
All guaranteed Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co Route 2 Box
409A Paducah, KY 42001
or call day or night 1-4427026
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763
Will mow yards. 15 years
experience. Call 753-6564
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws 753-4656
pruning

5-6:- freCirhirnn

GENERAL HOME RIPAIR
15 years experience carpentry. masonary. plumbing.
roofing, and siding Free
estimates. No lob too small
Call 474-2276 evenings or
474-2359 daytime

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

AI'S Super Shell
South 4th Street
Murray
Complete
Auto
Repair. free tube with
oil and filter chant.
75.3-7896.

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-11-753-3685
For Appointment

sealing
753-8163

Free' Walker coon hound
puppies 753-6379

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Graduation Specials!

"We Service What We Sell"
After 20 Years In Business
We Must Be Doing Something Right
'I

"World of Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5865

a
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KENTUCKY READING DERBY — Ps,laryann.Murray, a fourth-grade student at Southtn est ElementarN , is in the starting lineup`for the Kentucky Reading Derby. The contest .ill begin lune 1 at the Calloway County Public library. It is open to children in
grades one through six, and registration will continue through June 5. During the first %Neek in June, each contestant must pick up a Derby book list that Hoofy-theGoofy Horse uses to record the number of book read. The guidelines for the contest will also be available at this time.

MHS Group Performs Play

Various churches in the ci- Hutson as director will be at
ty and county have announc- 6:30 pin.
lursery workers will be
ed services and meetings at
Ruby Jackson, Billie Turner,
their churches:
Janice Wilkinson, Hilda Bennett, and Betty Kell.
Hazel Baptist
The pastor, the Rev.
Methodist
James T. Garland, will
"The Methodist Practice"
preach at the 11 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. worship services will be the subject of the seron Sunday, May 31, at the mon by the Rev. Dr. Walter
E. Mischke, Jr., at the 8:45
Hazel Baptist Church.
Music for the services will and 10:50 a.m. worship serbe directed by Gene Orr vices on Sunday, May 31, at
Miller with Oneida White as the First United Methodist
oi:inist and Gwyn Key as Church.
Karen Jackson will sing a
organist. Carol Barrow will
sing a solo at the morning solo, "Follow Me," at both
services. The Chancel Choir,
hour.
Sunday School with directed by Paul Shahan
Wallace Lassiter as director with Bea Farrell as organist,
will be at 9:45 a.m. and will sing the anthem, "My
Church Training with Pat Shepherd Will Supply My
Need," at the later service.
Greeters will be Wallace
and Regina Baggett
Church School will be at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
,

Depot History' Gets New Page
When Lewis Bossing sent
-Lis actors onto the stage
Thursday night, he sent
them to do more than produce the Kaufman and Hart
comedy, "You Can't Take it
With You." He sent them to
write another page of
"Depot History."
Bossing, a 1981 graduate of
Murray High School, directs
the production of ''You Can't
Take It With You" under the
supervision of Murray
High's speech and drama
coach, Mark Etherton. The
play will be performed
through Saturday, Max' 30, at
the old freight depot io. ,the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
The depot is best known as
the home of the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre but, while the
high school production is
something new for Murray
High, many groups have used the clepot.
Even before the old
building was moved from its
original site on the tracks
near Main Street, the Community Theatre had produc-

ed a number of shows on
both the outdoor stage and
the covered stage. "Curse
You,Jack Dalton" began the
first summer season and
"The Fantastics" became
the Community Theatre's
first musical.
The old building saw little
more until it was moved in
1979 to the park. There it has
served the theatre as a new
-Playhouse in the Park," as
administrative offices, a
home for the puppet theatre,
and .meeting space for The
Children's Company, the
Young Actors' Guild, the
board of directors, and a
host of committees that function in support of the theatre
and its education programs.
Now that
building has
been renovated and landscaping has begun, other
organizations in the cornmunits have been able to
make use of It. The Murray
State University Opera
Workshop had scheduled a
performance in the depot
and, when that didn't work
out, Murray State and Actors Theatre of Louisville

the

Corrections & Amplifications
Due to incorrect information supplied to the Murray
Ledger & Times, a cutline in Thursday's edition idenied Diane W. Hale as Perry Allen.

student
conducted
workshops there.
The Community Band has
held a concert on the outdoor
stage that was once a
loading dock, and the Community Chorus used the
same stage when it performed at the lighting of the
Christmas decorations in the
park.
Local country music
recording star Byron
Gallimore has performed on
the same stage with his
band. The prestigious National Rural Project, a
gathering of education experts from across the nation,
had a catered dinner served
on the deck during their
workshop in Murray. Last
Easter, the Murray
Ministerial Association used
the quiet, rustic charm of the
depot as a site for its sunrise
service.
And, after the students of
Murray High enjoy that last
round of applause, the old
freight depot will be stripped, cleaned and reorganized for another "Playhouse in
the Park" season. This summer will see five different
productions which will appear on more than 30 nights
between June 7 and Aug. 8.
An original musical revue
entitled -A Hymn for Kentucky" will be followed by

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news artides.
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please call 753-1918.

Catholic
the musical "Godspell." A
The
Rev.
Martin Mattingly
new play for children, "The
will
speak
on
"The Prayerful
Market,"
will
have
Mummy
one of its premier produc- Interval" with scripture
tions in July, and Cole from Acts. 1:12-14 at the
Porter's riotous musical, masses at 6:30 p.m. today
"Anything Goes," will close and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30
the summer season in - -p.m. on Sunday, May 31, at
the St. Leo's Catholic ChurAugust.
ch.
From time to time, the
Paul Kurz will be minister
"Gourmet Cabaret" dessert
of
Communion at the 11 a.m.
theatre will enliven Sunday
mass.
6,
the
nights, and, on June
Flowers for the altar will
theatre will hold its first
be
donated by Charles and
"Community Theatre Family Reunion" on the grounds Victoria Stulga.
The Summer School of
of the old depot.
Religion
will start Monday,
No one knows how much
cargo passed through the June 1, at 9 a.m. Classes for
preschoolers,ages 4 to 6, will
depot while it was in service
be from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.,
Railroad.
The
to the L & N
1 to 8 from 9
combined value of the goods and for grades
a.m.
to
12:30
p.m.
shipped through the big
Three Ursaline Sisters
loading doors or from the
from Mount Saint Joseph
rough, scarred dock would
be enough to buy anything
one might desire.
But, however great that
wealth, it could not buy onetenth of the precious cargo
Cataracts are more comnow stored and shipped
regularly. Whether it's mon than the average person
laughter, tears, music and would imagine, yet those
happy voices, or the simple, who are affected are often
pleasant feeling of joining unaware of the nature of this
together with friends and handicap — the leading
blindness
family, the old freight depot cause
of
seems strong enough to throughout the world. In his
recent book, Cataracts and
carry the load.
After all, it's had plenty of Their Treatment, Joe W.
Morgan, DO., of Paris,
practice.
Tenn., offers an up-to-date
look at the subject.
Written for both the nonmedical and medical reader,
the book gives thorough,
readable coverage to all
position to gun control aspects, who is likely to get
following the attempt on her them, what does and does
not cause them.
husband's life.
Emphasizing the safety
"After all, as parents you
try to do the best job you can; and effectiveness of cataract
and sOmetimes it doesn't sutgery, Dr. Morgan
always\ turn out," Mrs. discusses . the surgical
Methods used and how vision
Reagan
She said gun control laws may be corrected following
would nnt have prevented cataract surgery. His book is
Hinckley trom getting a gun. intended to be informative to
''... the nnswer is enforc- nurses, optometrists, and
ing the lawn that are already the family doctor, as well as
there, whicti,I don't think we people not in the health proare. Making the punishment fessions.
Morgan was born and
swift, sure, Which I don't
think we do," Mrs. Reagan reared in west Tennessee.
He graduated from the
said.
"I agree with the death University of Tennessee at
penalty. I think that people Martin in 1966 and received
would be alive today if there his D.O. i Doctor of
were a death penalty," she Osteopathy I degree from the
Kansas City College of
said.

79 CAPRICE
4-door, tinted glass'. body side arlding, de.Ceilge
guards, intermittent vrindsheld wiper system, air conditioner, remote conttol Actors, sport suspension,
cruise control, V-8, 'autaroatic transmission, tilt
steering wheel, radio, bhmper guards, beige vinyl top,
camel knit cloth interior\ camel metallic outside. This
car has been driven by Grayson McClure. $5,900.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

641 South, Murray
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GLINKRAL MOTOR: PASTS DIVISION

NEW YORK (API — First
lady Nancy Reagan says
she's had trouble sleeping
since the assassination attempt on her husband two
months ago and sometimes
gets up at night and 'eats
bananas.
"You have a kind of
delayed reaction. You hold
yourself t.pgether for a long
time because you have to.
And then the ',tears come
easily," Mrs. Reagan said in
a, White House interview
with Barbara Walters to be
brOadcast Tuesday on ABC,.
ie said she doesn't elit
apples late at night because
.'criinch, crunch. That would
wake. him (her husband 1
up."
Mrs. Reagan said she feels
sorry for the parents of John
Hinckley, the man accused
of trying to kill the president,
and has not changed her op-

THANK YOU
On behalf of myself and my family, I
want to thank all the people who worked
,and supported me during my campaign.
Also I want to thank the voters i District 3
who placed their confidence in me by electing me your magistrate for the next four
years. I would like to express my appreciation to my opponents for the nice
way the campaign has been. conducted. I
ouldn't have made it-if it- hadn't-been for
all you nice people.

Thanks Again
Ralph Bogard
PrIld Fo, By Polov al Com-Mote
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convent near Owensboro will
be present for the school
with Mrs. Karen McTaggart
to be in charge of the school.
Weekday masses will be at
11:45 a.m., Monday through
Friday.
7th & Poplar
John Dale will speak on
"Does God Live At Your
House?" with scripture from
Ephesians 6:14 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services and
on "God and Mammon" with
scripture from Matthew
6:19-24 at the 6 p.m. service
on Sunday, May 31, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will be Phil Cannon, Jerry
Bolls, Charles Reed, Jamie
Potts, Lonnie Furr, Danny
Cleaver, Ken Farley, Roy
Harmon, Edgar Rowland,
Jack Rose, Adrian Cloys,
Charles Olree, Jim Wilson,
Joe Thornton, Garry Evans,
Joe Garland, Stan Simmons,
and Jack Ward,
Joe Garland and Stan Simmons will serve on the Extension Department. Terri
Roberts will be teen nursery
helper and Kim Weatherford
will be special class helper.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
Grace
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services on Sunday, May 31, at
the church.
Leland Peeler will direct
the Church Choir as they
sing "This Is Just What
Heaven Means To Me" at the
morning hour. Also Mr.
Peeler and Terry Downey,

Paris, Tenn., Doctor
Writes Cataracts Book

First Lady Has Trouble
"Sleeping Since Attempt

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS
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Osteopathic Medicine in
1971.
Upon completion of his
residency at Doctors'
Hospital in Columbus, Ohio,
he entered private practice
in Paris, Tennessee. His
practice is known as the
Paris Eye Clinic.
Morgan has had 30 articles
published since 1971, and has
served as consulting editor
for the monthly journal
Osteopathic Medicine since
1975.
Cataracts and Their
Treatment contains twenty
chapters, accompanied by illustrations, a bibliography,
and an index. The book costs
$6.95, available at local
stores or from the publisher
(Dorrance & Company of
Ardmore,Pennsylvania).
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will be Jack Gibbs, Walt Apperson, Dr. Woodfin Hutson,
Fred Wells, Dana Bullock,
Billie Burton, Marie Forrester, Leah Hart, George
Landolt, Mrs. George Hart,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Roberts, and Sarah Van
Meter.
The flowers will be in
memory of Burgess Parker
by the family and in memory
of Lee Ann Robinson by
Shirley and Ron Robinson.
Sunday School will be at
Memorial
9:30
a.m. and God Squad will
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor, meet at 5:30 p.m.
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
First Baptist
speak at the 10:50 a.m. serThe ordinances of baptism
vice, and the Rev. Max
Bailey at the 7 p.m. service and The Lord's Supper will
on Sunday, May 31. Bob Per- bt observed at the 10:45 a.m.
serve as deacon of service on Sunday, May 31,
at the First Baptist Church
the week.
Milton Gresham will with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
direct the Sanctuary Choir in Bill Whittaker, to speak on
singing "Hymn For Today" "Will You Do This For Me?"
with Margaret Wilitins as with scripture from John
Michael 13:36-38.
organist and
Ken Winters, deacon of the
Wilkins as pianist.
week,
will assist in the sernursery
Volunteer
workers will be Debra Doss, vice. The Church Choir,
Terry Doss, and Ladeen directed by Wayne Halley,
of music, will sing
Spann.
Church Teaching with "Holy Is the Lord." Richard
Ralph Bogard as director Jones will be guest organist
will be at 9:40 a.m. and and Allene Knight will be
Church Training with Glenn pianist.
At the 7 p.m. service the
Hale as director will be at 6
pastor will speak on "How
p.m. on Sunday.
To Win Friends and Influence People — For
Christian
Betty Riley will speak on Christ!" with scripture from
"Is Anyane Listening?" at I Thessalonians 2:1-12.
Mr. Halley will sing a solo,
the 10:45 a.m. service on
Sunday, May 31, at the First "Why Do I Sing About
Christian Church ( Disciples Jesus," and direct the
Ladies Choir as they sing
of Christ).
"Follow
On."
Choir,
Chancel
The
directed by Margaret Boone Sunday School will be at
with Marie Taylor as 9:30 a.m., Church Training
organist, will sing the an- at 6 p.m., and a Fellowship
Am The Way, The Pounding for Ken and Linda
them,
Adams will be at 8 p.m., all
Truth and The Life."
Assisting in the services on Sunday.

pianist, will sing a duet. At
the evening hour special
music will be by the Youth
Choir. Dwane Jones is
organist.
Nursery workers will be
Mary Brandon, Nell Evans,
and Catherine Smotherman.
For bus information call Don
Hale at 753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m.

minister

For
Life
insurance
the
State Farm
way....
SEE:
Jane If. Rogers
201 S. Sixthi St.
P.O. Box 1012
Murray, Ky.

From the company
and agent who ye
earned your trust
through car and home
insurance Ask me
about LIFE

STATE FARM
Insurance Companies
Home Offices'
Bloomington. Illinois

SAVE
HUNDREDS OF
DOLLARS

Auto Dealer Woodall
Unable To Stand
Trial Following Stroke
•
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) secution won't think about
- Paducah auto dealer W. prosecuting him," Johnson
Howard Woodall will be said.
unable to stand trial on perA hearing had been set for
jury charges in the near Monday to determine when
future after suffering a the case would come to trial.
stroke earlier this week, ac- Woodall is under indictment
cording to his lawyer.
on two counts, of perjury
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Attorney William E. stemming from statements $
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Johnson of Frankfort said made during his trial last
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'Thursday that Woodall was June on theft charges.
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---- in guarded condition at the
The -trial ended with the
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Vanderbilt University jury deadlocked 10-2 for acSI
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Medical Center in Nashville, quittal. Woodall also faces a
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Tenn. The stroke left retrial on the theft charges,
Woodall unable to speak and which stem from over- Special factory incentives make it pos- •
Chassis-Cobs Get the tough Chevy
paralyzed on his left side, payments he alleged' sible to save hundreds of dollars on
trudi you wont. Equipped to go.
4eTtirsonsaici-'
—17
'
4-1---7re-relied -frOriii'lhe—state nn new fulie--pieVy--IrieW4.ancl
Piked tu-go.
Woodall, who is in his 70s, three vehicle-purchase conunderwent triple bypass tracts.
heart surgery late last week
The Monday hearing has
and appeared to be doing been 'postponed to give
well until late Sunday night Johnson time to produce
or early Monday morning. medical documentation of
See us now for besl solochon ond [Semis
At that time, he suffered Woodall's condition to sup"what his doctors thought to port his request to delay any
be a stroke," Johnson said.
trial, according to Assistant
"While he's in this condi- Commonwealth's Attorney
Alurnrif
tion I feel confident the pro- Jack Flynn.

ON NEW FULL-SIZE
CHEVY PICKUPS.

CHEVY TRUCK SAW ACTION DAYS
NOW THROUGH JUNE 10
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